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Abstract
This practice-led research project investigates ways to account for contemporary
photographic practices that reside in the continuum between the representational and the
abstract. As an inquiry with multiple entryways, it is an attempt to offer a language
through which to describe and evaluate photography that is not easily situated in existing
traditions. This thesis argues that photographs, which are difficult to locate through
conventional readings, can call forth new ways of deciphering and translating our
affective experience of everyday life and give voice to difference. This project is,
therefore, also a generative contribution to the emergent literature on ordinary affects
within the visual arts—a subject which has been more rigorously considered in literature,
theatre, cinema, and philosophy.

In offering new possibilities for thinking about contemporary photography, through
analysing its technical means of production and the related conceptual implications, this
research moves towards a better understanding of a photograph’s affective charge. As an
interdisciplinary entanglement between philosophy, art theory, contemporary artworks,
and a studio-based practice, this project does not seek to prove if something is true, but
rather looks to challenge traditions, make new connections, and create lines of flight
through unconventional assemblages.

In drawing upon the work of Gilles Deleuze to map and contextualise the research
findings, this thesis offers encounters that operate beyond representation to create new
images of thought. Through examining the concepts of minor photography, the
transnarrative televisual, and the baroque mise-en-scène, this research asserts the
potential of expanded photographic practices to dismantle habits of perception and create
alternative pathways for imagining the world.
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Introduction

The ordinary throws itself together out of forms, flows, powers, pleasures,
encounters, distractions, drudgery, denials, practical solutions, shape-shifting
forms of violence, daydreams, and opportunities lost or found.
Or it falters, fails.
But either way we feel its pull.1
Kathleen Stewart
A stone is thrown, it bounces, strikes the surface, skips over a space, bounces
again, and veers away before lodging in an unexpected place that makes it
possible to re-examine the whole of its trajectory and give it sense.2
Éric Suchère

The idea that a photograph can create an affective-encounter with its viewer through a
complex entanglement with affect, the senses, and matter is not new. One only has to look
to Roland Barthes’s well-cited punctum3 to be persuaded of the power of photography to
convey meaning without invoking semiotic analysis. However, Barthes’s argument is
premised on the punctum originating from the indexical nature of the photographic
medium, through the presence of unintended or uncontrolled details that emerge from the
camera having stilled a fixed slice of time and place. For Barthes, the capacity for a viewer
to be affected by a photograph is based on a personally relevant detail within the image.
This personal detail enabling the viewer to establish an affective-encounter with the
photograph based on the subject’s direct association. What the punctum does not account
for is the potential of a photograph’s affective charge to originate beyond the details of
personal histories—for it to emerge from the between of the representational and the
abstract.

1

Kathleen Stewart, Ordinary Affects (Durham, NC Duke University Press, 2007), 29.
Éric Suchère, "Baroque and Sanguine: Coexistence of Opposites," in Sanguine: Luc Tuymans on
Baroque, ed. Luc Tuymans (Milan: Fondazione Prada, 2018), 54.
3
For a detailed explanation of the concept of the punctum see Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida:
Reflections on Photography (New York: Hill and Wang, 2010).
2

1

This thesis focuses attention on how visual artists express the affective forces of lived
experience within their artworks, in order to argue the potential of photography to gather
experience beyond subjectivity and generate new ways of knowing from resonances or
impacts moving through bodies. In mapping how visual artists approach what
anthropologist Kathleen Stewart calls ordinary affects—the varied and surging capacity
to be affected by everyday life4—this generative research supports her claims that affect
matters in a fractally complex “world that is always promising and threatening to amount
to something.”5 For Stewart, and this project, ordinary affect is:
The commonplace, labour-intensive process of sensing modes of living as they
come into being. It hums with the background noise of obstinacies and promises,
ruts and disorientations, intensities and resting points. It stretches across real and
imaginary social fields and sediments, linking some kind of everything.6

As a photographer whose work attends to7 ordinary affects and cannot be easily situated
within photography’s traditions, the provocation for this project has been two-fold.
Firstly, in line with calls from a growing number of artists and scholars,8 I have felt driven
to find new ways to account for contemporary photographic practices that cannot be
comfortably located within the medium’s existing binaries of representation and
abstraction. Secondly, I have sought to identify a canon and vocabulary within which to
evaluate my own practice—one that is cognisant of distancing my individuated voice,
engaging with constraints and chance, and having a regard to a work’s technical means
of production and the related conceptual implications.

4

Stewart, Ordinary Affects 2.
Kathleen Stewart, "Afterword: Worlding Refrains," ed. Melissa Gregg and Gregory J. Seigworth
(Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2020), 340.
6
Stewart, "Afterword: Worlding Refrains," 340.
7
The term attend to or attending to has been used throughout this thesis due to the non-physical nature of
ordinary affects. Attend, in this case, refers to paying attention to and being present with ordinary affects.
8
See for example George Baker, "Photography's Expanded Field," October Fall, no. 114 (2005); Bjarne
Bare, Behzad Farazollahi, and Christian Tunge, eds., Why Photography? (Milan: Skira, 2020); Homi K.
Bhabha, "Beyond Photography," in Taryn Simon, A Living Man Declared Dead and Other Chapters 1XV111, ed. Tate Modern/Neue Nationalgalerie (Berlin:London: Tate Modern/Neue Nationalgalerie,
2011); David Campany, So Present, So Invisible: Conversations on Photography (Rome: Contrasto,
2018); T. J. Demos, Vitamin Ph: New Perspectives in Photography (London: Phaidon Press, 2006); Anne
Marsh, Pat Brassington: This is Not a Photograph (Hobart: Quintus Publishing, 2006); Kaja Silverman,
The Miracle of Analogy or The History of Photography, Part 1 (Stanford, CA: Standord University Press,
2015).
5

2

Although the history of art, both non-visual and visual, includes many artists whose
practices have been devoted to rendering perceptible ordinary affects—with well-known
examples being playwright Samuel Beckett, author Franz Kafka, filmmaker Jean-Luc
Goddard, and painter Luc Tuymans—there appears to be a lack of discourse on visual art
practices within this domain. So, while this project seeks to operate with a full ontological
awareness of the visual arts and photography, the starting point for this research has been
via the substantive amount of critical writing that exists in literature, theatre, cinema, and
philosophy.

To be able to say something about the way artists attend to ordinary affects—which does
not work through meaning but “rather in the way that they pick up density and textures
as they move through bodies”9—requires methodologies that pay attention to sensations
and intensities. As the work of philosopher Gilles Deleuze—and his co-authors and
allies—focuses on experimentation, interdisciplinarity, and affect, this thesis engages
with a range of Deleuzian concepts to understand the affective charge of expanded
photographic practices and to offer new ways of relating to photographs that cannot be
located within existing paradigms. Since Deleuze’s thought can itself be positioned as an
experiment in thinking beyond representation, his salience to this project also lies in his
commitment to challenging existing conventions and embracing emergent becomings.10
What follows then is a line of flight11 between Deleuze, affective-encounters with the
work of contemporary artists, and the experiments undertaken within my own practice to
manifest ordinary affects through a camera lens.

9

Stewart, Ordinary Affects 3.
For Deleuze and Guattari becoming is the ongoing process whereby the world is always coming into
being. In terms of identity, becoming explains how it is formed through everyday experience and the
reflexive understanding of alterity and difference. Damian Sutton and David Martin-Jones, "Glossary," in
Deleuze Reframed, ed. Damian Sutton and David Martin-Jones, Contemporary Thinkers Reframed
(London: I. B. Tauris 2008), 141.
11
According to Deleuze, lines of flight are “non-parallel evolutions, which do not proceed by
differentiation, but which leap from one to another, between completely heterogeneous beings; cracks,
imperceptible ruptures, which breaks the lines even if they resume elsewhere.” Gilles Deleuze and Claire
Parnet, Dialogues II, trans. Hugh Tomlinson and Barbara Habberjam (London: Continuum International
Publishing Group, 2006), 20.
10

3

The line of flight taken by this research has resulted in unlikely encounters between the
Deleuzian literary concepts of the minor and stuttering,12 media technology (the televisual
and photography), cinematic and digital ideas regarding the baroque mise-en-scène, and
contemporary visual art. These connections would have been difficult to make without
the bounces, strikes, skips, and veers that occur within practice-led research. As an
idiosyncratic record of my own project to think beyond representation, this thesis is not
purely art theory, not purely philosophical, and not purely studio focused. As Estelle
Barrett highlights in Practice As Research: Approaches to Creative Arts Enquiry, “the
emergence of the discipline of practice-led research highlights the crucial
interrelationship that exists between theory and practice and the relevance of theoretical
and philosophical paradigms for contemporary arts practitioner.”13 This project is an
therefore an assemblage14 of my own situatedness and a will to increase people’s
awareness of the potential of photography to produce new ways of looking at the world—
even when its presence cannot be easily categorised within existing ways of
understanding.

The influence of philosophy on this project is undeniable; however, as John Rajchman
declares in The Deleuze Connection, “philosophy cannot do art (in being applied to art as
a theory) any more than art can do philosophy, but instead they have the capacity to raise
new thoughts through their mutual contagion, in which both art and thought come alive
and discover their resonances with one another.”15 I have therefore used this thesis to
map, in a Deleuzian performative sense, the points of contagion created through
experimentation. Deleuze believes that this form of mapping should always be in contact
with the real, be susceptible to modification, and have multiple entryways.16 Therefore,

12

As the French word bégaiement does not translate directly into English, the term stuttering and
stammering are both used within translated versions of Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s work. For the
purposes of this thesis the world stuttering will be used.
13
Estelle Barrett, "Introduction," in Practice as Research: Approaches to Creative Arts Enquiry, ed.
Estelle Barrett and Barbara Bolt (London: I. B. Tauris, 2007).
14
For the purposes of this project an assemblage is defined through the lens of Deleuze and Guattari’s use
of the word. An assemblage brings into play multiplicities, territories, becomings, affects, and events. It
does not designate a subject, but something which happens, at least between two terms which are not
subjects, but agents, elements. The difficulty in assemblages lies in making non-homogenous sets
converge, making them function together as an assemblage which is co-functioning. Deleuze and Parnet,
Dialogues II, 38–39.
15
John Rajchman, The Deleuze Connections (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2000), 115.
16
Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, trans. Brian
Massumi (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1987), 12.
4

this research does not seek to prove if something is true in a linear manner but asks what
ways of understanding are made possible in fostering new assemblages.

However, connecting Deleuze with photography implies, as Mieke Bleyen has stated,
“reading Deleuze against the grain.”17 The philosopher’s frequent dismissal of
photography is well documented,18 with Deleuze believing that photography cannot be
art and to think so is an ontological mistake.19 For Deleuze, photography’s figurative and
narrative representation reduces sensation to a single level (space and time, subject and
object, and human consciousness), resulting in photography imposing the negative affects
of representational thought upon the viewer.20 Thus, photography supposedly becomes,
according to the philosopher, a metaphor for the cliché21—with no room for its
deterritorialisation22 into something new.
New York’s Museum of Modern Art’s curator Beaumont Newhall’s 1937 description of
worthy photography—as sharp photographic images of carefully organised compositions,
which consist of the full tonal range from white to black and features not a trace of
darkroom manipulation23—left photography struggling to position itself as more than a
fixed slice of time and place across the twentieth century. In a post-Deleuzian and
Newhallian world, however, where photographic images permeate every aspect of
contemporary culture, the idea of one essentialising definition seems hard to justify. Many
scholars have pointed to the digitisation of photography as the rupturing point at which

17

Mieke Bleyen, ed., Minor Photography: Connecting Deleuze and Guattari to Photography (Leuven:
Leuven University Press, 2012), xi.
18
For a summary of Deleuze’s texts that dismiss photography as art, see Stephen Zepke, "'A Work of Art
Does Not Contain the Least Bit of Information': Deleuze and Guattari and Contemporary Art," in Art
History after Deleuze and Guattari, ed. Sjoerd van Tuinen and Stephen Zepke (Leuven, Belgium: Leuven
University Press, 2017).
19
Gilles Deleuze, Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation (London;New York: Continuum, 2003), 74–77.
20
Deleuze, Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation, 74–77.
21
Deleuze, Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation, 75–76.
22
For Deleuze and Guattari deterritorialisation is an operation of a line of flight—the breaking up of
order and form to create movement. For a detailed explanation of deterritorialisation see Deleuze and
Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, 591–93.
23
In 1937, the curator Beaumont Newhall introduced a methodological model for photography as the
basis for Photography 1839-1937, the first comprehensive retrospective exhibition of photography held at
the Museum of Modern Art, New York. This model would play a significant role in the study, curatorial
management, and practice of photography across the twentieth century. Gil Pasternak, "Popular
Photographic Cultures in Photography Studies," in Photography Reframed: New Visions in Contemporary
Photographic Culture, ed. Ben Burbridge and Annebella Pollen (London, New York: I.B. Tauris 2018),
40.
5

the medium evolved from being a representational code to raising questions in relation to
truth, fiction, aesthetics, narrative ambiguity, autobiography, and the nature of reality
itself.24
In the twenty-first century—with photography having been freed from its historical
framing as indexical and its canonical chains—a question for scholars and practitioners
is how we continue to create discourse about photography without replacing one
dominating definition with another. Since the early 2000s, there has been an increase in
scholars, historians, and critics adopting abstraction as a theorem under which to reframe
contemporary practices.25 In “Photography and Abstraction,” George Baker defends the
use of the term abstraction by suggesting that our contemporary culture’s very
abstractedness requires an equally sophisticated—that is to say, abstracted—approach to
imaging the world.26 However, while abstraction has been comfortably applied to some
camera-less (e.g., Marco Breuer and Justine Varga) and technology (e.g., Casey Reas and
Rosa Menkman) created photography, its limitations appear when it is used to frame
conceptual photographic practices that reside in the continuum between art historical
understandings of representation and abstraction.27 Practices which include, but are not
limited to, the use of found images (e.g., Daniel Blaufuks, Patrick Pound, and John
Stezaker), archival mapping (e.g., Fiona Pardington, Taryn Simon, and Penelope
Umbrico), and other methods that explore the potential and multiplicity within the
framework of photography itself (e.g., Pat Brassington, Marion Drew, Paolo Gioli, Clare
Strand, and Jay Younger).

24

See for example Ron Burnett, How Images Think (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 2004); Campany, So
Present, So Invisible: Conversations on Photography; Demos, Vitamin Ph: New Perspectives in
Photography; Marc Donnadieu, "Luc Tuymans: Skin and Photography," in Luc Tuymans: La Pelle, ed.
Palazzo Grassi (Venezia: Palazzo Grassi S.p.A., 2019); Jarrett Earnest, "Crimes of Dispassion:
Materiality and Reality of Images," in Luc Tuymans: La Pelle, ed. Palazzo Grassi (Venezia: Palazzo
Grassi S.p.A., 2019).
25
See for example George Baker, "Photography and Abstraction," in Words Without Pictures, ed. Alex
Klein and Charlotte Cotton (London;New York: Aperture, 2009); Lyle Rexer, The Edge of Vision: The
Rise of Abstraction in Photography (New York: Aperture Foundation, 2013).
26
Baker, "Photography and Abstraction."
27
Technology created photographs are produced by technological algorithm, glitches, or processes that do
not necessarily require a camera. When a camera is used, it has a minimal role in the production of the
outcome.
6

The search for more productive tools—through which to explore photography beyond
major art theories—has led Deleuzian scholars and researchers28 to activate the
philosopher’s work to enable a thinking beyond traditional genealogies. The goal of these
researchers is to shift the focus away from interpretation in the traditional art historical
sense, towards a better understanding of photography’s affective charge. Affect29 is
understood in this research, via Deleuze–Spinoza, as the effect a given object or practice
has on its viewer—on its viewer’s becomings.30 A Deleuzian–Spinozian affection are
“images or corporeal traces first of all and their ideas involve both the nature of the
affected body and that of the affecting external body.”31 Such affections create a swerving
between more or less than the preceding state of the body as it transitions from one image
to another—experienced as duration and with differing levels of utility.32 In Spinoza’s
own words: “by affect I understand affections of the body by which the body’s power of
acting is increased or diminished, aided or restrained.”33 For Deleuze, the domain of affect
begins with an event, which forms part of the process of becoming and differentiation.
Events, whether macro or micro, change and reconfigure the conceptual and material
fabric of relationships—they reveal and hide connections, enabling a deeper
understanding of how all the layers intersect.34 Following Deleuze’s Spinozist leanings,
Deleuzian scholar Brian Massumi describes events—these affective-encounters—as:
The thinking-perceiving body moves out to its outer most edge, where it meets
another body and draws it into an interaction the course of which it locks onto
that body’s affects (capacities for acting and being acted upon) and translates
them into a form that is functional for it (qualities it can recall). A set of affects,
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See for example Bleyen, Minor Photography: Connecting Deleuze and Guattari to Photography;
Mieke Bleyen, Minor Aesthetics: The Photographic Work of Marcel Mariën ed. Alexander Streitberger
and Hilde Van Gelder, vol. 17, Lieven Gevaert Series, (Leuven: Leuven University Press, 2014); Michael
Kramp, "Unburdening Life, or the Deleuzian Potential of Photography," Rhizomes: Cultural Studies in
Emerging Knowledge, no. 23 (2012). http://rhizomes.net/issue23/kramp/index.html; Damian Sutton,
Photography, Cinema, Memory: The Crystal Image of Time (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press,
2009).
29
I acknowledge the dense and complex history of affect in art historical and philosophical discourse;
however, the scope of this project does not enable this history to be covered in–depth. In the most recent
resurgence of interest in affect, I recognise the contribution of Eve Sedgwick, Adam Frank, and Brian
Massumi in giving contemporary shape to two dominant scholarly voices on the subject being Silvan
Tomkins and Gilles Deleuze’s Spinozist writings.
30
Gilles Deleuze, Spinoza: Practical Philosophy, trans. R. Hurley (City Lights Publishers, 1988), 48–51.
31
Deleuze, Spinoza: Practical Philosophy, 48.
32
Deleuze, Spinoza: Practical Philosophy, 48–49.
33
Deleuze, Spinoza: Practical Philosophy, 49.
34
Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, What Is Philosophy?, trans. Hugh Tomlinson and Graham Burchell
(London;New York: Verso, 2015), 156–57.
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a portion of the object’s essential dynamism, is drawn in, transferred into the
substance of the thinking-perceiving body. From there it enters new circuits of
causality.35

Deleuze believes that artworks can create affective-encounters through their ability to
modify a viewer’s perception of the world—through deterritorialising stable
representation and leaving the viewer with the abstract forces that animate the
ungraspable within the boundless energy that is life.36 For Deleuze, an artwork should
therefore not be interpreted through chronology, socio-historical factors, politics,
religion, biography, or culture, but through connecting its formal qualities to the
conceptual features of its production.37 This connecting echoes Stewart’s view that
ordinary affects can only be mapped through different, coexisting forms of composition,
habituation, and events.38 However, it must be noted that this thesis does not provide a
systematic overview of the Deleuzian concepts that are assembled in this project; rather,
it takes threads and weaves them through as thought experiments with other
interdisciplinary encounters. This research is, therefore, not about getting Deleuze right,
but about producing assemblages that can offer new ways of understanding both the
subject of this project and Deleuzian practice-led research methodologies.39

There are three encounters for the reader within this thesis, the first being with idea of
minor photography,40 the second with the transnarrative potential within the televisual
moving still, and the last with the baroque mise-en-scène. Each of these encounters is

35

Brian Massumi, A User's Guide to Capitalism and Schizophrenia: Deviations from Deleuze and
Guattari (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1992), 36.
36
Deleuze and Guattari, What Is Philosophy?, 165–99.
37
Sjoerd Van Tuinen and Stephen Zepke, "Introduction: Art History after Deleuze and Guattari," in Art
History after Deleuze and Guattari, ed. Sjoerd van Tuinen and Stephen Zepke (Leuven, Belgium: Leuven
University Press, 2017), 9.
38
Stewart, Ordinary Affects 4.
39
Many Deleuzian scholars attest to a methodology of not getting Deleuze right but producing new
assemblages from the philosopher’s thoughts. In the foreword to Deleuze Reframed, Damian Sutton and
David Martin-Jones note that “some of the shortcomings of Deleuzian debates, however…seemed to be
mired in the practice of quoting him like scripture. This seemed to oppose the dynamism that Deleuze’s
practice of philosophy itself illustrated, as in his ability to return to earlier philosophers and develop a
relationship with them that leaps beyond quotation to produce something new.” Sutton and Martin-Jones,
"Foreword," xii. See also Ian Buchanan’s “Introduction to a Deleuzian Century?” where he describes this
approach as “calculated creativity.” Ian Buchanan, "Introduction to A Deleuzian Century? ," South
Atlantic Quarterly 96, Special Issue, no. 3 (1997): 389.
40
This term minor will be further defined in the introduction and minor photography in Chapter 1.
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developed through discussing contemporary artworks that operate beyond representation
and offer new images of thought regarding ordinary affects. However, there are
limitations to these encounters; as much of what is premised in positioning how artists
attend to ordinary affects is based on scholarly discourse from literature, theatre, cinema,
media studies, and philosophy. The reason for this being that many of the subjects
discussed—including ordinary affects, minor, stuttering, deixis,41 the televisual, the
interval,42 and the interstice43—are under-researched within the visual arts field.

Chapter 1: Deixis, Minor Photography, and Stuttering operates as a starting point for
understanding that artists who attend to ordinary affects do so through deterritorialising
reality (linear narrative) and by creating the conditions for visual deixis with the viewer
(challenging habitual ways of seeing). Visual deixis is a concept based on the literary idea
of deixis, which is a pointing device that is always perspectival in its usage and includes
words such as I and you, this, now, and here.44 The visual reinterpretation of deixis, by
both Mieke Bal45 and Susan Stewart,46 is a way in which to understand how visual art that
is between representation and abstraction has the potential to creative an affectiveencounter with a viewer.47 Through analysing a photographic artwork by B. Ingrid Olson
and a painting series by Luc Tuymans,48 I argue that in deforming reality within their
practices they create the conditions for deixis and reveal ordinary affects. I also introduce

41

Deixis is derived from the Greek word for pointing and will be further defined in the Introduction and
Chapter 1.
42
The interval is a philosophical and cinematic concept that brings together the between of movements.
This term will be further defined in Chapter 2.
43
The term interstice will be defined within this thesis through a Deleuzian lens. For Deleuze, the
interstice makes the indiscernible visible through a mutation which occurs between two things (e.g., two
actions, two affections, two perceptions or two visual images). This term will be further defined in
Chapter 2. Gilles Deleuze, Cinema 2: The Time Image, trans. Hugh Tomlinson and Robert Galeta (Great
Britian: Bloomsbury, 2017), 185–86.
44
Andrea Macrae, Discourse Deixis in Metafiction: The Language of Metanarration, Metalepsis and
Disnarration, 1 ed., vol. 16 (Milton: Routledge, 2019), 38.
45
See Mieke Bal, Quoting Caravaggio: Contemporary Art, Preposterous History (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1999) and also Mieke Bal, Endless Andness: The Politics of Abstraction According to Ann
Veronica Janssens (Bloomsbury Academic, 2013).
46
See Susan Stewart, Poetry and the Fate of the Senses (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2002).
47
It should be noted that Saige Walton, using Bal’s and Stewart’s work, has discussed the relationship
between deixis and baroque cinema in Saige Walton, Cinema's Baroque Flesh: Film, Phenomenology and
the Art of Entanglement (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2016).
48
It should be noted that as Luc Tuymans’s oeuvre is extensive, along with the discourse on his practice,
I have been selective in my use of his artwork and associated texts for the purposes of this research.
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Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s49 concept of the abstract machine50 and its role, as a studio
method, in deterritorialising reality to reveal the particles-signs51 of everyday life.
I then switch the focus to Deleuze and Guattari’s theorem of minor literature, by
connecting it to the concepts raised in the first section of this chapter and mapping its
relationship to ordinary affects. First mentioned by Deleuze and Guattari in Kafka:
Toward a Minor Literature in 1975,52 Deleuze would further explore the concept in
Dialogues II with Claire Parnet (1980), A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and
Schizophrenia with Guattari (1980), The Exhausted (1992), and “He Stuttered” within
Essays Critical and Clinical (1993).53 Within these works, the philosophers’ link Kafka,
Beckett, Gherasim Luca, Antonin Artaud and others to the theorem of the minor. For
Deleuze and Guattari, the concept of minor literature involved three characteristics: 1) the
foregrounding of the affective and intensive quality of language or its operation on an
asignifying register; 2) its connection to politics, not to find a new dominant voice to
replace an existing one, but its capacity to become something new; and 3) the writers
effacing themselves to articulate collective voices.54 Deleuzian scholar Simon O’Sullivan
describes this combination as an affective-event—an experimentation with language that
ruptures representation and breaks the habit of making sense.55 Deleuze and Guattari
argue that in framing these authors’ work as minor language—created by taking a major
language and deterritorialising it—audiences now had a means by which to enter their

49

Deleuze and Guattari co-authored Anti-Oedipus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, A Thousand Plateaus:
Capitalism and Schizophrenia, Kafka: Toward a Minor Literature, and What Is Philosophy? However,
the authors’ also took the concepts they wrote about together and extended upon them in various ways in
other independent writing. Where I’m referencing predominately Deleuze’s work on a concept I’ll
reference his name, however where the ideas are mainly co-authored I’ll refer to both philosophers.
50
Not to be confused with the concept of abstract machines that is connected to Alan Turing and the
development of the modern computer. For Deleuze and Guattari the concept of the abstraction machine is
something that does not function to represent, even something real, but rather constructs a real that is yet
to come, a new type of reality. This concept will be further defined in Chapter 1. Deleuze and Guattari, A
Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, 163—66.
51
In freeing material forces (traits of content) to compose new signs (traits of expression), a new type of
sign is created called particles-signs. This term will be further defined in Chapter 1.
52
The French edition of Kafka: Toward a Minor Literature was published in 1975 and was translated to
English in 1986.
53
The dates presented are when the books were first published, which may not be the date of the
publishing of the first English translated version or the version within the bibliography of this thesis.
54
Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, Kafka: Toward a Minor Literature (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1986), 17-18.
55
Simon O'Sullivan, "From Stuttering and Stammering to the Diagram: Deleuze, Bacon and
Contemporary Art Practice," Deleuze Studies 3, no. 2 (2009): 249.
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writing without being weighed down by traditional literary categories of genres, types,
modes, and styles.

Through exploring a photographic artwork by Eugenia Raskopoulos, I establish how the
theorem of the minor speaks to ordinary affects and its capacity to traverse outside of its
catalyst medium into the domain of photography. In exploring an assemblage of the minor
and photography, I extend upon the emergent scholarship on the value of this productive
relationship. It is also worth noting that my use of what appears as manufacturing
language—produce, production, and images—about my own studio outcomes is
deliberate, as it speaks to minor artists desire to efface themselves from their artwork.

I then offer stuttering, which is the creative method by which minor authors
deterritorialise language, as a form of abstract machine (studio method) with the potential
to reveal ordinary affects. In Dialogues II, Deleuze expresses the importance of stuttering
to creating minor language, stating:
Language is first, it has invented the dualism. But the cult of language, the settingup of language, linguistics itself, is worse than the old ontology from which it has
taken over. We must pass through (passer par) dualism because they are in
language, it’s not a question of getting rid of them but we must fight against
language, invent stuttering, not in order to get back to a prelinguistic pseudoreality, but to trace a vocal or written line which will make language flow between
these dualisms, and which will define a minority use of language.56

To stutter, the conjunction AND57 must be introduced, as it is the element that defines
multiplicity and undoes dualism. In placing AND between two or more terms, it becomes
neither one nor the other, but the tracing of connections which passes between the terms—
drawing the terms into a non-parallel evolution and into a becoming.58 In “He Stuttered,”
in Essays Critical and Clinical, Deleuze acknowledges that there are different ways that
writers make language stutter using AND, contrasting Beckett’s approach to that of Luca

56

Deleuze and Parnet, Dialogues II, 26.
The use of capitals for the concept of the conjunction AND follows Deleuze’s, his co-authors’, and his
allies’ use of it within their texts.
58
Deleuze and Parnet, Dialogues II, 26.
57
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and Artaud.59 By demonstrating how Olson uses AND to stutter within her photographic
practice, I will affirm how this under-researched studio method can lead to new ways of
thinking about the production of ordinary affects within visual arts practices.

As an artist who attends to ordinary affects through photographic-televisual events—with
moving television narrative as my source imagery—I have chosen not to introduce my
own practice and studio outcomes until Chapter 2. It is at the point where the televisual
is introduced to this thesis that the links between ordinary affects, deixis, the minor, and
my practice become evident.

Chapter 2: The Transnarrative Televisual provides context to my use of television
narrative within my photographic practice, highlighting its capacity to speak to ordinary
affects when its narrative structure is deterritorialised in the hands of an artist. Through
exploring the transnarrative potential stored in television narrative, using Jill Bennett’s
T_Visionarium: A User Guide and televisual-based artwork, I argue that in reducing the
televisual to gesture, the particles-signs of ordinary affects are revealed. I then propose
that it is also television’s capacity to deform time and space, and to construct and reveal
worlds, that enables it to make visible imperceptible forces when subject to artistic
intervention. In discussing the process by which Luc Tuymans created a series of etchings
based on television stills, through the material lens of Marshall McLuhan,60 I illustrate
that it is the televisual’s material properties and its privileged position in claiming the
viewer as the vanishing point of perspective, that contributes to its potential to create an
affective-encounter with a viewer.

The terrain then becomes more philosophical, as I consider the relationship that movement
and duration61 have to ordinary affects and deixis through the writings of Henri Bergson,
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Gilles Deleuze, Essays Critical and Clinical (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1997), 11112.
60
I have chosen to use selective texts from the extensive discourse by or on media philosopher Marshall
McLuhan, due to the author’s sensitivity to the materiality of the televisual.
61
For Deleuze and Guattari and Deleuzian scholar Bal, their definition of duration is based on the work
of Bergson and can be defined as the “the pure change of the world, which we organise into chronology
as the passing of time. Duration is experienced as an irreducible progress of varying speeds and can
unfold to accommodate the most intricate of thoughts and memories.” Damian Sutton and David MartinJones, eds., Deleuze Reframed (London: I. B. Tauris 2008), 142. The concept of duration will be covered
in more detailed in Chapter 2.
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Massumi, and Deleuze (via Bergson). In analysing artist Paolo Gioli’s use of
experimental photography and the televisual, I demonstrate the importance of duration,
space, and movement to artistic practices engaged with ordinary affects. This chapter also
looks briefly at Deleuze’s cinematic concept of the interval and interstice and its potential
to create deixis, through analysing televisual-based work by visual artists Richard
Hamilton and Harry Gruyaert. The photographic-televisual events produced via my own
practice are also introduced and analysed throughout this chapter, to map the veering that
has occurred between my studio outcomes and the research findings.

In Chapter 3: The Baroque Mise-en-scène, I bring together Deleuzian–Leibnizian,
cinematic, and digital ideas on the baroque—which is a reappearing line of flight in
Chapter 1 and 2—with the minor to create a baroque-minor assemblage.62 In exploring
this assemblage through emergent literature and my own practice, I argue that its potential
for artists attending to ordinary affects lies in the operative function of the baroque fold
and the conjunction AND. In using the baroque fold and the AND as studio processes,
artists can deterritorialise reality and offer new ways of understanding the sensations of
everyday life. Through analysing my own studio outcomes, I then offer the baroque miseen-scène to think through the technical conditions, and resulting conceptual implications,
of the production of contemporary expanded photography that attends to ordinary affects.
In considering how an artwork’s baroque mise-en-scène is the result of an underlying
violence in its production process, and how this becomes a catalyst for evoking an act of
translation in the viewer, I propose a new image of thought regarding photography’s
affective charge.

To think beyond representation this project has been a journey with the between. That is,
an experiment in becoming that is not a hybrid or mixture, but as Massumi claims is a
modulation of affects:
Although the event-dimension of potential is in-between, it is in no sense a hybrid
or mixture. It is inseparable from and irreducible to the collection of substantial
and already-abstracted elements through whose inductive, catalytic, and
transductive mixing its potential is released and reconfigured. The field of

62

This assemblage will be detailed in Chapter 3.
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potential is the effect of the contingent intermixing of elements, but it is logically
and ontologically distinct from them. In itself, it is composed not of parts or terms
in relation, but of modulations, local modifications of potential that globally
reconfigure (affects). The field of potential is exterior to the elements or terms in
play, but it is not inside something other than the potential it is. It is immanent. It
is the immanence of the substantial elements of the mix to their own continual
modulation. The field of immanence is not the elements in mixture. It is their
becoming.63

63

Brian Massumi, Parables for the Virtual: Movement, Affect, Sensation (Durham, NC: Duke University
Press, 2002), 76.
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Chapter 1: Deixis, Minor Photography, and
Stuttering

The image is not defined through the sublimity of its content, but through its form,
that is to say, its ‘internal tension’, or through the force that it engages to create
emptiness or bore holes…to break loose from memory and reason. A little
alogical image, amnesiac almost aphasiac, sometimes holding itself in the void,
sometimes trembling in the open.64
Gilles Deleuze

Image removed due to copyright

Figure 1 B. Ingrid Olson, Three Rectangles by Three Rectangles, Infinite Sheet, 2014, inkjet print and
ultra violet inkjet printed matboard in aluminium frame, 63.5 x 44.45 cm

64

Gilles Deleuze, "The Exhausted," Parallax 2, no. 2 (1996): 121.
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When I first saw B. Ingrid Olson’s Three Rectangles by Three Rectangles, Infinite Sheet
(figure 1), I immediately felt what Bal describes as retroversion. Considered a literary
device, retroversion requires a narrative agent—in this case the artist—to manipulate the
linearity of time for the audience, thereby making duration palpable as the work gives
access to the performativity65 of memory.66 Time begins to run in different directions in
an attempt to understand one’s bodily response to the work. Senses lose clarity and
involuntary memories become, as Bal describes it, “surrounded by an emotional aura that
singles them out from the grey unnoticed memories.”67

Like a collection of film stills mixed together, these obtuse and erratic memory fragments
affect bodies not through what Roland Barthes calls the obvious meaning,68 of semantic
message and symbolic signification, but through what he calls the third meaning.69 They
build up intensities through their density and texture, having subverted linear narrative
and being in a permanent state of depletion.70 Like Deleuze’s image-refrain,71 in
reference to Beckett’s oeuvre in The Exhausted, Barthes’s third meaning is outside of
articulated language while nevertheless within interlocution.72

The affective force of Three Rectangles by Three Rectangles, Infinite Sheet arises from
the sense of the imperceptible emerging from the perceptible—a dynamics of falling
through an optical fold of elastic bodies creating a state of disequilibrium. The work
distorts time and space through fragmenting and deterritorialising reality in a poetic
operation that alters one’s point of view. Three Rectangles by Three Rectangles, Infinite

65

In the introduction to Acts of Memory: Cultural Recall in the Present, Bal describes narrative memory,
which differs from routine or habitual memories, as something that you perform. The performativity of
memory, whether voluntary or involuntary, is a result of it being situated in the present and its active
quality. Mieke Bal, "Introduction," in Acts of Memory: Cultural Recall in the Present, ed. Mieke Bal,
Jonathan V. Crewe, and Leo Spitzer (Hanover, NH: Dartmouth College, 1999), vii-viii.
66
Bal, Endless Andness: The Politics of Abstraction According to Ann Veronica Janssens, 2-3.
67
Bal, "Introduction," viii.
68
For Barthes, the obvious meaning in images is derived at the informational, symbolic, or signification
level. It comes ahead, seeks the viewer out, and is endowed with a natural clarity. Roland Barthes, "The
Third Meaning: Research Notes on Some Eisenstein Stills," in Image, Music, Text (New York: Hill and
Wang, 1970), 44, 54.
69
Barthes’s third meaning, which he also references as the obtuse meaning, extends outside of culture,
knowledge, information, and analytics. It cannot be described but is a form of emergence that carries
emotion—an anaphoric gesture without significant content. Barthes, "The Third Meaning: Research
Notes on Some Eisenstein Stills," 56–62.
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Barthes, "The Third Meaning: Research Notes on Some Eisenstein Stills," 62.
71
For Deleuze, image-refrains run across all of Beckett’s works; with his images not defined by the
sublimity of its content, but through its form. The image in this case is not an object, but a process.
72
Barthes, "The Third Meaning: Research Notes on Some Eisenstein Stills," 61.
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Sheet uses the vibrations of light bouncing off reflective surfaces, the uncommon
perspective of looking down, and the overlaying of two connected images (the
photographic print in the middle of the frame and the printed matt board), to animate
motion between the subjective agency of the viewer and the objective matter of this
photographic work. This artwork exemplifies Bal’s, Barthes’s and Deleuze’s
provocations of the potential for images to “tear apart the grip of words, to drain the
dripping voices, to break loose from memory and reason”73 not through their content, but
through the force they engage to set in motion thoughts and feelings. Three Rectangles
by Three Rectangles, Infinite Sheet animates the flighty and shifty but palpable potential
of ordinary affects, which Stewart believes can be seen through incommensurate forms
and registers pointing towards something coming together before it loses clarity.74

In the first section of this chapter, I put forward the argument that artists attending to
ordinary affects within their practice do so by pointing towards the affective force of
everyday life. Pointing, as a literary device, is considered deixis and is unusual in that
deictic words straddle the symbolic and indexical function of language. 75 It includes
words such as I and you, this, now, and here and is always perspectival in its usage.
Deictic words, therefore, do not have a stable referential value and depend on and vary
according to the context of their utterance.76

Visual deixis, adopted by Bal as a means of exploring visual art that suspends the
opposition between representation and abstraction, is still a relatively under-examined
concept. Having first explored the case for visual deixis in Quoting Caravaggio,77 Bal
further developed its use value in articulating her experience of the work of contemporary
Belgian sculptor Ann Veronica Janssens in Endless Andness. Bal argues that deixis opens
up the possibility for a bodily and spatially grounded semiotics.78 In hovering at the edge
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Stewart, Ordinary Affects 4.
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Macrae, Discourse Deixis in Metafiction: The Language of Metanarration, Metalepsis and
Disnarration, 16, 38.
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77
Bal saw Caravaggio’s (1571-1610) paintings as a shift from iconic representation to an indexical
pointing, which was at the heart of his paradoxical mode of narration. Although many critics regarded
Caravaggio’s work as non-narrative or anti-narrative at the time they were created, Bal sees it as
innovatively narrative—as something new. Mieke Bal, Quoting Caravaggio: Contemporary Art,
Preposterous History (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999), 98-99.
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of representation, Bal believes that art can create the circumstances by which the viewer
withholds judgement, suspends categories, and endorses confusion and contamination in
order to engage in a relationship with the work.79 Susan Stewart, in considering the role
of deixis as a poetic device in her book Poetry and the Fate of the Senses, also connects
it to the visual, explaining that the word:
…deixis connotes the appearance of form in more than its visual dimensions and
implies apprehension by touch or motion. Emphasizing the bringing forth of form
over notions of imitation and representation per se, deixis yokes rhetoric—that
is, an intention to move and a reciprocal receptivity to be moved—to visual and
aural appearances.80

This bodily-spatial form of deixis offers the ability to theorise alternative forms of
perspective that concern the reliability of vision. After making a case between ordinary
affects and deixis, through continuing a discussion on Olson’s Three Rectangles by Three
Rectangles, Infinite Sheet and introducing a painting series by Tuymans, I then propose
Deleuze and Guattari’s abstract machine as a processual studio method by which artists
can deterritorialise reality to reveal the affective force of everyday life.
The second section of this chapter considers how Deleuze and Guattari’s literary concept
of the minor can enable a thinking through expanded photographic practices that are not
easily situated in art historical traditions. Through a discussion of the emerging discourse
on minor photography, I offer the minor as a way to reflect upon the affective charge of
contemporary photography that is neither representational nor abstract. In analysing a
photographic work by Eugenia Raskopoulos through the lens of the minor, I highlight its
connection to ordinary affects and deixis.

The final section of the chapter examines the importance of stuttering to the minor and
argues, through the photographic practice of Olson, that when viewed as a form of
abstract machine it enables artists to deterritorialise representational narrative and disrupt
habitual ways of seeing—thereby creating the conditions for deixis and a pointing
towards ordinary affects.

79
80

Bal, Endless Andness: The Politics of Abstraction According to Ann Veronica Janssens, 57.
Stewart, Poetry and the Fate of the Senses, 150.
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1.1

POINTING TOWARDS ORDINARY AFFECTS

The first reference I discovered to visual deixis as a mechanism by which artists attend to
ordinary affects was in Les Essif’s Empty Figure on an Empty Stage: The Theatre of
Samuel Beckett and His Generation. Essif argues that in critics and scholars focussing on
Beckett’s illogical use of language to convey the presence of emptiness underlying
everyday reality, they overlooked the importance of the textual design of his characters
as a bodily presence and visual image on the stage.81 According to Essif:
The only way we can begin to truly apprehend emptiness not simply as absence
but as some super signifier of presence is through the creative manipulation of
the signifieds at our disposal. Thus, I demonstrate that, by effectively entertaining
our awareness of the void, Beckett et al. have transcended the category of space
in order to attain some realm of hyperspace. Likewise, by relating the emptiness
of the stage to the character, they have established contact with a plane of human
consciousness situated beyond the sclerosis of the referential and above the chaos
of the non-referential, one that transcends familiar categories of subjectivity to
attain the supra-referential realm of hyper-subjectivity. These authors point
toward non-referentiality in a profound way.82

Bal believes that recollection is crucial to deixis, with the viewer’s inability to visually
grasp an image creating the conditions for memory traces to infringe on the present
moment of looking.83 This temporal deixis refers to a time where the viewer has some
form of continuity, something from the past that survives in the present. Through these
traces, the viewer wavers between representational space and the represented space, the
artwork becoming a site of interrogation through swerving between I and you—through
creating a space we share through the visual gesture of pointing.84 This encounter
deterritorialises our relationship to ourselves and one another; it is an unformed space
with the potential to affect.
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Les Essif, Empty Figure on an Empty Stage: The Theatre of Samuel Beckett and His Generation
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Bal defines swerving as a theoretical term that describe an experiment with spatial ambiguity, as a
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Ann Veronica Janssens, 51, 63.
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This theatrical encounter with pointing towards, led me to Bal’s reinterpretation of the
literary concept of deixis, as a way to understand visual art “that is not figurative in the
traditional sense, yet cannot be termed abstract in any traditional way either.”85 For Bal,
deixis becomes an encounter based on bodily presence and its primacy to space, creating
a “swerving relation of moving outward and drawing back, identification and
distancing”86 where the self returns images that enter it from the outside having been
affected by commentaries or feelings from within.87 These commentaries or feelings are
activated by the means of reminiscences of the past—traces of things long gone.88 Bal’s
idea of deixis is at play in Three Rectangles by Three Rectangles, Infinite Sheet, with its
familiar yet unrecognisable intensity that goes beyond one person’s experience to bodies
affecting one another. As a seemingly partial object, Three Rectangles by Three
Rectangles, Infinite Sheet, operates as a point of entry into a different universe, requiring
an active engagement by the viewer—co-producing an affective-encounter through the
form and materiality of the photograph and its vertiginous effect on the subject. Olson
pushes photography to the edge of its signifying self, rupturing its representational
language to where our habitual reading of the medium collapses: an act of treachery with,
and from within, the photograph.89
Lucas Blalock and Tom McDonough have described Olson’s photographic practice as
being “addressed to the nervous system”90 and pulling away from “the indexical
registration of the visual world, and toward instead something like the logic of language—
each element within the frame deployed like vocabulary in an unknown linguistic
system.”91 Performativity, space, the everyday, photography’s materiality, and the body
all come together in Olson’s work to create a space that positions the viewer as an active
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witness. Olson’s images point to an unknown trajectory in a disparate scene, with the
viewer left watching and waiting for an event to unfold in the between of representation
and abstraction.

Similarly existing in the space between reality and abstraction is the artwork of
Tuymans,92 whose images are described on the book jacket of his 2004 Tate Modern
exhibition as “everyday objects with a sense of impending menace, hinting at the terrors
that lurk beneath the surface of everyday life”93—provoking attention to the forces of
ordinary affects. Tuymans’s paintings are derived from images found on television, in
newspapers, on websites, in books, or sometimes in a photograph he has taken. Body
(figure 2) and Murky Water I, II and III (figure 3) demonstrate how the foundation of
Tuymans’s oeuvre has been to extract images from the flux of the everyday—things our
seemingly intimate lives are made of—and to problematise them with a strangeness that
leaks from the canvas.94 The strangeness emanating from Tuymans’s deterritorialisation
of his source imagery, which he achieves through combinations of rephotographing and
repainting or reprinting the image until its identity is exiled, has been explained by arts
writer Harriet Lloyd-Smith as “like peeping into someone else’s bank of fragmented
memories, frantically searching for something solid to grasp. The visions are peripheral,
jumbled and intangible.”95

It is possible to mount an argument for Luc Tuymans’s work—along with Francis Bacon, Gerhard
Richter, and other painters using photography as the basis for pushing representation to its limits—as
minor photography. However, due to the scope of this project, the artwork put forward as minor
photography will be those that the artist themselves deem as photographs.
93
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Figure 2 Luc Tuymans, Body, 1990, oil on canvas, 48.5 x 38.5 cm

Body is an example of Tuymans’s use of the everyday object to reveal something of the
affect of lived experience. The work was created using a doll which Tuymans had in his
infancy. The artist believes that Body has set the underlying tone for his practice—a tone
based on violence.96 In an interview for the 2019 exhibition La Pelle, in Venice, Tuymans
describes this violence as “the type of violence I actually perceive as violence. Not so
much the action of violence itself, but actually the trace of it or something that is as a left
over—that is actually there.”97 In using a medium under the paint to make the surface of
Body crack, there is an implicit violence already at play in the work—even prior to
Tuymans’s framing of the doll without its head and elements of its limbs. The artist has
also spoken about the abstracted horizontal zippers on the sides of Body as a mutilated
element or scar in the image.98
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The Murky Water series of three paintings—created twenty-five years after Body—
although differing significantly in scale, shows Tuymans continued journey with using
traces of violence to engage the viewer in a relationship that can be described as bodily,
spatial, and grounded in the present. Exhibited as part of Tuymans’s 2016 exhibition in
New York called Le Mépris (after the Jean-Luc Godard film) and then again in La Pelle,
the Murky Water series features the polluted waters of the canals in Ridderkerk, a town
in the western Netherlands. These three paintings were developed from blurry Polaroid
images that Tuymans had taken, which he then translated to canvas in a process that takes
one day for each work. The ephemeral and fleeting impressions of Murky Water I, II and
III depicts the artist’s conviction that his paintings should always have a hole, a deficit or
a gap that viewers can enter to bring their own story and narrative to the work.99 For
Tuymans, this hole is a form of violence that enables works like Murky Water I, II and III
to create a “perceptive challenge”100 for the viewer, creating a sense of a floating time—
a time that is different than real time and creates an element of melancholy or nostalgia
but in a “kind of twisted…way.”101
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Figure 3 Luc Tuymans, Murky Water I, II, and III, 2015, oil on canvas, 235.5 x 235.5 cm each, David
Zwirner Gallery, New York, installation view
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On account of Tuymans’s filmic approach to his once narrative images—with cinematic
framing, close-ups, blurs of motion, and unnatural lighting—the artist undermines reality
and the viewer’s structures of perception.102 Tuymans’s work creates deixis by
challenging notions of time and space, through what Marc Donnadieu, in the catalogue to
La Pelle, describes as the artist’s painting methods resembling:
a unique form of absorbing the images produced by reality, our civilisation, the
media, or the artist himself in order to better return them to the spectator’s gaze
as ephemeral and fleeting impressions, or vague, somewhat blurred recollections.
Through this to-and-fro from the conscious to the unconscious, from the known
to the forgotten, Tuymans’ works hark back both to our innermost being and to
the most common collective memory….Thus, caught between subject and object,
real and representation, he forces us to look differently at the image he presents
to us.103

Both Olson and Tuymans produce artworks that are composed of sensations that are not
there to liberate or condemn the viewer, but to complicate things. Their images work to
reveal the forces and shifting systems that according to Stewart give everyday life “the
quality of continual motion of relations, scenes, contingencies, and emergences.”104 Three
Rectangles by Three Rectangles, Infinite Sheet, Body, and Murky Water I, II and III,
follow Deleuze and Guattari’s abstract machine along a path that seeks to make visible
what we have been unable to perceive regarding the affective events that constitute
reality.

For Deleuze and Guattari the abstract machine is not a thing, but a process. Although the
abstract machine is part of the philosophers’ broader theoretical framework, Deleuze has
individually written about its relationship to the visual arts via the work of painters
Jackson Pollock and Francis Bacon. As with many of Deleuze and Guattari’s concepts,
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reference to the abstract machine can be found throughout several of their works105 and
with each permutation its complexity unfolds with variations and multiplicities. For the
purposes of this thesis, the philosophers’ own words and the framing of this concept by
Deleuzian–Guattarian and contemporary art scholars Stephen Zepke, Simon O’Sullivan,
and John Rajchman are used to provide a brief account of the concept and its relevance
to this research.
In A Thousand Plateaus, Deleuze and Guattari describe the abstract machine as “a
material vitalism that doubtless exists everywhere but is ordinarily hidden or covered,
rendered unrecognisable, dissociated by the hylomorphic model.”106 For the
philosophers’ the abstract machine cuts across semiotics and “blows apart regimes of
signs” 107 by breaking with the form-content duality. Artists use the abstract machine to
deterritorialise the hylomorphic, of content and expression, and in doing so reveal cracks
through which something new leaks—as in the work of Tuymans.

In Art as Abstract Machine: Ontology and Aesthetics in Deleuze and Guattari, Zepke
describes the relationship between art and the abstract machine as follows:
Art as abstract machine therefore means autopoiesis, the autopoiesis of the
chaosmos. The autopoietic abstract machine appears as a refrain or sensation, a
composition of a virtual plane of immanence expressed in an affectual
assemblage that is entirely actual. The refrain or sensation is the creation of art,
art as the construction of affectual bodies or subjectivations expressing an infinite
virtuality they actualise, and a counter-actualisation that constructs the virtual and
infinite world anew. Art as abstract machine operates specifically in sensation,
which nevertheless has a double sense in relation to art. On the one side, it means
a transformation of sensibility, a break with human perceptions and meanings in
order for the being of sensation to appear directly as sensation.108
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The abstract machine, when considered within a visual arts practice, enables the artist to
break with representation through the modality of the art forms in play. This involves a
deterritorialisation of a medium’s material elements, both its matter and process of
composition. Zepke gives the example of painting’s materiality involving line and colour,
and it is by using both against its representational functions that painting can express life’s
material vitalism—its ordinary affects.109 In freeing material forces (traits of content) to
compose new signs (traits of expression), a new type of sign is created—particlessigns.110 For Zepke, the abstract machine constructs a-subjective and a-signifying
particles-signs by deterritorialising content and expression and returning it as
sensation.111 According to Rajchman, in “Another View of Abstraction”, this does not
mean that Deleuze and Guattari’s abstract machine removes all narrative from a work of
art, but it extract habits of perception, memory, and recognition and reassembles them
with a strange non-narrative continuity—inviting the viewer to see them in new or
unforeseen ways.112
Although the abstract machine can create particles-signs that point towards life’s material
vitalism, it is Bal’s deixis that is required for a viewer to engage in an affective encounter
with such art. This embodied performative mode of looking provides the conditions for a
loss of clarity; leading the viewer to perceive that which normally remains hidden. As a
form of participatory seeing,113 deixis “engages not simply our endeavour to know and
understand, but also our wondering about who and what we are and how we live,”114
requiring memory traces to be taken out of their unreflective neglect and brought to the
threshold where insiderness and outsiderness can be transformed.115

For Bal, Deleuze, and Guattari, duration, space, and the agency of chance are all vital
tools that an artist has at their disposal to deterritorialise content and expression—to create
new perspectival ways of seeing that realise sensation. Regarding duration, an artist’s
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capacity to change the temporalities of reality—including slowing, accelerating, and even
stillness—has the potential to transform the real into a becoming that questions
perception. The complexity of the body’s relationship to space’s dynamic nature—for
example inside and outside, concrete and ephemeral, dimensional, public versus private,
between and boundaries—also makes it an artistic tool capable of collapsing
representation and creating unformed space with the potential to affect.
O’Sullivan also agrees with Bal, Deleuze, and Guattari in the important role that chance
plays in creating affective-encounters with viewers, particularly in the case of
contemporary expanded practices.116 In "From Aesthetics to the Abstract Machine:
Deleuze, Guattari and Contemporary Art Practice," O’Sullivan describes the productive
value of chance within the expanded practices he was seeing emerge in London in 2010,
stating that:
Chance is understood as a specifically productive technology, a mechanism for
escaping cliché and the habits of self. We might than say then that an art practice,
as well as having a certain cohesiveness, also needs to be able to incorporate
points of collapse. This is the mobilisation of indeterminacy through a
determinate practice. This might involve accident or just the chance coming
together of objects and/or other materials (and it is in this sense that art is always,
ultimately, a thinking with and through materials) or it might involve a practice
that deliberately moves between sense and nonsense (which is to say, deliberately
scrambles existing codes and coding).117

Olson’s and Tuymans’s practices have been built on placing duration, space, and chance
within an event in order to release particles-signs and therefore to create the possibility
of an affective encounter with the viewer. They force existing codes of visual language
to its limits until it starts to, as Deleuze describes it, “scream, stutter, or to murmur or
stammer”118—until it moves beyond the personal to create new systems that exist in a
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shared space.119 By not producing knowledge or offering a reassuring mirror reflection of
subjectivity already in place, their work becomes future orientated—calling something
forth from within us and opening us up to what we might become.120 Through
experimenting with, and from within, the major languages of painting in Tuymans’s case
and photography in Olson’s, they are minoritising art historical genres and movements;
offering us new ways to account for the field of expanded contemporary art.

Like Beckett, these artists appear to have become frustrated by the limitation of coded
language systems to attend to ordinary affects.121 Olson and Tuymans choosing instead
to create images that exist in a Deleuzian–Beckettian “gap or interval between words,
stories and memories.”122 Following Beckett’s oeuvre Olson’s and Tuymans’s images are
not defined by their impoverished content, but by what Deleuze describes as their
“potential to detonate, combust, and disperse”123 their condensed energy—to affect
through being minor.

1.2

THE MINOR ABSTRACT MACHINE

For much of the last few decades, since the advance of the digital, the idea of a single
distinctive entity called photography has been brought into question by scholars, critics,
philosophers, and artists alike. This challenging of photography’s history of binaries and
oppositions—which includes art or vernacular, digital or analogue, straight or composed,
sharp or blurred, and representation or abstract as examples—has seen contemporary
practices that do not fall into these traditional constructs labelled as expanded.124 The use
of the word expanded becoming a catch-all in which to situate photography having
become what scholar and camera based art curator Susanne Østby Sæther describes as “a
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porous practice that constantly leaks into and entwines with adjacent mediums, materials,
and entities.”125

Calls for new ways to consider current expanded photographic practices, including
finding ways as Baker suggests to “map its possibilities,”126 has resulted in a number of
insightful experiments that look to shift the traditional debates on the medium beyond its
established parameters and frameworks. In the last six years alone—more than a decade
after Baker’s call to “imagine critically how the photographic object has been
reconstructed in contemporary practice”127—scholars including Peter D. Osborne (2018),
Kamila Kuc and Joanna Zylinska (2016), and Kaj Silverman (2015) have all sought to
open up new positions on the topic.128

Although Deleuzian-inspired research has contributed to ideas of expanded practice in
the broader visual arts—such as Bal’s contribution to sculpture in Andless Endless and
O’Sullivan’s use of Deleuzian concepts to argue for a theorisation of art as expanded in
Art Encounters Deleuze and Guattari: Thought Beyond Representation129—Deleuze’s
sparse commentary on photography and his dismissiveness of the medium’s ability to
create art has meant that research surrounding a Deleuzian aesthetics of photography
remains limited.130 Deleuze’s comment on photography in Francis Bacon: The Logic of
Sensation that “they are what is seen, until finally one sees nothing else”131 is indicative
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of his sentiment towards the medium and his placement of it within the category of a
cliché. As Michael Kramp declares in Unburdening Life, or the Deleuzian Potential of
Photography:
Ultimately, a Deleuzian aesthetics of photography is rooted not in the capacity of
the image to record what has been known, seen, or experienced, but in its political
potential to show us what might be, what has been forgotten, and what has not
yet been imagined. We must read Deleuze against Deleuze to develop this
Deleuzian aesthetics of photography.132

In choosing to read Deleuze against Deleuze the Leuven Gevaert Research Centre for
Photography in Belgium, a collaboration between the University of Leuven and the
Catholic University of Louvain, hosted a conference titled ‘Minor Photography: The Case
of (Post) Surrealism’ in November 2009. With the Centre’s aim being to question
dominant conceptions of photography by envisaging it in a more dynamic and relational
way, the two-day conference considered how the concept of the minor could be
productive for the photographic field. The outcome of this conference was the publishing
of the first collection of edited scholarly articles linking minor to photography in 2012 by
Leuven University Press, Minor Photography: Connecting Deleuze and Guattari to
Photography Theory.133

With the Centre having a special interest in rethinking Surrealism in Belgium, many of
the articles within this publication focus on Belgian surrealist and conceptual artists
including Marcel Mariën, Paul Nougé, Marcel Broodthaers, Jacques Louise Nyst, Jacques
Lizène, Leo Copers, and Philippe Van Snick. The productive link between the minor and
conceptual art is further explored through the work produced by American artists Paul
McCarthy, Dan Graham, and Michael Smith during the 1960s and 70s. Articles not
dedicated to this focus on Surrealism and conceptual art include considerations on the
photographic work of Canadian Rodney Graham and British artist Tacita Dean, the Czech
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photographer Miroslav Tichý, the British painter Francis Bacon,134 and Japanese
Surrealist photography of the 1930s.

The majority of the visual art practices explored within this seminal text on minor
photography focuses on art made between the 1920s and the 1980s, with Rodney Graham
and Tacita Dean being the exception. Notions of the amateur and deskilled photographer,
the use of montage and collage, and the appearance of text in and with photography are
discussed. These elements being used as examples of the methods by which these artists
deterritorialise photography and contribute to the formation of new photographic
languages—the first criterion of the minor. As most of the works discussed in Minor
Photography were produced during a time when photography was not considered an art,
the book also discusses the mediums political aura—with it being largely ignored by
collecting institutions during this time. It is this political aura, what Deleuze defines as
the propensity of a work to become “necessary, indispensable, magnified, because a
whole other story is vibrating within it,”135 which is the second criteria of the minor.
Debates surrounding authorship in regard to the use of appropriated imagery and what
Bleyen describes as the “strange and extended temporality”136 of these artists’ works,
form the main argument for meeting the third and final criterion of the minor—an
understanding that the work has moved beyond individual concerns to a collective value.

Since the release of Minor Photography, there has been minimal generative scholarship
produced on the concept. In 2013, Kramp’s article “Domestic Photography and the
Minor: Hawarden and the Aesthetics of Morris” was published in Nineteenth-Century
Contexts: An Interdisciplinary Journal. In this article, Kramp argues that amateur
photographer Lady Clementina Hawarden’s works could be considered minor through
her pointing towards the restrictions and boundaries of the nineteenth-century home via
her treatment of the materiality of the domestic sphere.137 The other significant
contribution to the subject was the publishing of Bleyen’s book Minor Aesthetics: The
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Photographic Work of Marcel Mariën in 2014. The book, also published by Leuven
University Press, extends upon her article published in Minor Photography. This thesis
is therefore a contribution to the discourse on minor photography and builds upon existing
literature by considering twenty-first-century photographic works and the perspective of
a practising photographer.

The concept of the minor that Deleuze and Guattari introduced in 1975 through Kafka:
Toward a Minor Literature, was originally inspired by Kafka’s own use of the word in
his diary in 1911. Kafka used minor to describe a “provisional inventory of the advantages
of a literature that would not be dominated by a handful of great talents.”138 In his lengthy,
sometimes contradictory, and hastily written notes, Kafka documented minor authors as
having a greater vitality, being more demanding of their readers yet more accessible, and
that their independence from the established writing of the time gave them a political edge
over major literature.139
Deleuze and Guattari’s intent with Kafka was to find new ways to approach the author’s
oeuvre without resorting to the archetypes that previous critics and scholars had engaged
with such as social class, gender, oedipal relationships, neurosis, and mysticism.140 They
sought to build on Walter Benjamin’s Franz Kafka,141 which didn’t try to qualify or
interpret his work but gave prominence to a politics of Kafka.142 This politics, according
to Réda Bensmaïa showed that art didn’t have to be:
an art that proposes to express (a meaning), to represent (a thing, a being), or to
imitate (a nature). It is rather a method (of writing)—of picking up, even of
stealing: of a double stealing as Deleuze sometimes says, which is both stealing
and stealing away—that consists in propelling the most diverse contents on the
basis of (nonsignifying) ruptures and intertwinings of the most heterogenous
orders of signs and powers.143
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It is important to acknowledge that Deleuze and Guattari’s use of minor does not always
equal minority, with its connotations of economic, gender, racial, and ethnic status.
Although Kafka was a Czech Jew living in Prague, his work was minor because he took
a major voice (the German language) and destabilised its normal conventions—
deterritorialising it until its intense and affective qualities were brought to the fore. In
Kafka, the philosophers’ define minor literature as having three components. Firstly, it
has a high coefficient of deterritorialisation of the dominant use of language, therefore
bringing it to the borders of representation.144 Secondly, there is always a political nature
to it, which is not an overt political critique but is connected to a becoming145 and thirdly,
it has a collective value; it is a collective assemblage of enunciation.146 This implies that
within minor literature writers try to efface themselves in order to articulate collective
voices.147

Although not discussed in detail within Kafka, Deleuze and Guattari offer Beckett and
Godard as examples of minor practitioners within the book—artists known for their
pointing towards ordinary affects through deterritorialising narrative. This reference to
Godard—and Deleuze’s drawing of parallels between certain filmmakers and his ideas
on Kafka in his book Cinema 2: The Time Image148—saw critical writing on minor cinema
emerge exponentially in the late 1990s. Over the last three decades, minor cinema has
been applied (not exhaustively) to west African nations filmmaking in the 1960s,149 Hong
Kong cinema of the late 1990s,150 contemporary Women’s filmmaking,151 amateur and
avant-garde cinema of Sweden in the 1950s,152 animation,153 Queer cinema,154 and
migrant filmmaking.155 Along with cinema, notions of minor theatre and minor painting
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were also embraced by scholars, with Deleuze having made linkages between the minor
and theatre in his article on Beckett, The Exhausted, and with painting in Francis Bacon.
This travelling of the minor across different fields, echoes Deleuze and Guattari’s hope
for the use value of their philosophical work. Both scholars’ believing that concepts are
always in a state of becoming, particularly when utilised cross-disciplinarily and within
the context of changes brought about through time. Although the reason for the limited
adoption of the minor within the field of photography is attributed to Deleuze’s views of
the medium—and hence there being no foundational writings by Deleuze, or Deleuze and
Guattari, that researchers can build from—this should not detract from its potential to
contribute to new ways of thinking about both historical and contemporary photographic
practices.
One such contemporary practice that can be rethought using Deleuze and Guattari’s minor
is the work of Greek–Australian156 artist Eugenia Raskopoulos. Raskopoulos’s thirty-year
photography and video practice has been primarily framed by critics, scholars, and the
artist as political, with recurrent themes of migrant diaspora, feminism, and the act of
language translation recognised as being at the centre of her works production.
Philosophers such as Jean-Luc Nancy, Walter Benjamin, Julia Kristeva, Tristan Garcia,
Michel Foucault, Claire Bishop and artists such as Ana Mendieta, Mona Hatoum, Shirin
Neshat, Richard Long, Kazimir Malevich, and Wolfgang Laib have been used by critics
and scholars to position her work within an art historical and biographical context. In
approaching Raskopoulos’s work through her autobiographical background and her own
understanding of her practice, much of the writing on her artwork continues to focus on
what her objects represent versus asking—as minor photography does—how it functions.
The photographic series Diglossia (figure 4–5) are sticky images,157 as they hold the
viewer in an experience of temporal variation, creating a vertiginous that emanates from
the visual instability of represented space. Bal describes such a temporality as moving
“back and forth between present and past, occasionally including the future, but never in
a straight line of progress: such a temporality has no end.”158
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Figure 4 Eugenia Raskopoulos, Diglossia, 2009, pure pigment prints on archival paper, 165.6 x 119.0 x
6.0 cm each with frame, Art Gallery of New South Wales, Sydney, installation view, Art Gallery of New
South Wales, Contemporary Collection Benefactors 2016 © Eugenia Raskopoulos

Figure 5 Eugenia Raskopoulos, Diglossia #1, 2009, pure pigment print on archival paper, 165.6 x 119.0 x
6.0 cm with frame, © Eugenia Raskopoulos
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In coming across Diglossia at the Art Gallery of New South Wales, without knowing
anything about the artist or reading the didactic, I did not interpret the artwork as being
influenced by the artist’s migrant history nor her interest in feminist discourse. I simply
felt the vibrations that emerge from Diglossia’s bodily scale, seriality, and the corporeal
way of looking that it demands. In this act of deixis, I became lost in its incompleteness
and Raskopoulos’s pointing towards a difference.159 As artist and academic Marian Tubbs
points out in “Radical Finitude - Difference as Strategy,” difference is not dissimilar to
affect, as “both are fleeting and constantly slipping through fingers: as soon as they begin
to be understood, they start to disappear. But for art practice, if there is something latent,
some content lying in wait, then there can be an edge that will refuse to be pinned
down.”160 Diglossia’s bodies refuse to be pinned down, with their partial and obscured
visibility through a layer of steam. Placing me in an entanglement where agency became
an I/you/other exchange, the partial objects of Diglossia swerve between opaqueness and
transparency, figurative and non-figurative, narrative and transnarrative, interior and
exterior, and identification and distancing—thus generating intensities that point toward
ordinary affects.

In placing performance, her body, writing, drawing, steam, a mirror, and a camera in an
event to create this work, Raskopoulos has escaped binaries and dualism. Through
working in the space of the between and of difference, which Raskopoulos regards as
both the experience and subject of her work,161 her practice seeks to engage with and
problematise translation. The difficulty of translation is concerned with both content and
process for Raskopoulos, who sees it as:
a thread that is continuous within the conceptual parameters of my work. I use
translation as a process to cause a physical change in words and images. Through
For the purposes of this research, difference is defined via Deleuze’s Difference and Repetition. In this
text, the philosopher sees difference as an object of affirmation. It is a creation but also must be created,
as affirming difference, as being difference in itself. Difference is the divergence and decentring of
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implies a plurality of centres, a superposition of perspectives, a tangle of points of view which distort
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these translations, whether cultural, aesthetic or linguistic, there are conflicts,
difficult exchanges and unequal relationships. There is a sense of violence and
anxiety when one translates between words and images and between places and
cultures.162

In the process of translating everyday objects to create Diglossia, Raskopoulos creates an
incomplete space that can generate new possibilities of meaning. The work is political,
not through her autobiographical status as a migrant to Australia and being a female, but
because what leaks from the translation is a Deleuzian–Guattarian “new assemblage in
the world that has a definite intentionality albeit one that is difficult to read.”163 Diglossia
creates a compelling strangeness that calls something forth from within the viewer—an
affective-encounter based on sensation.

In Kafka, Deleuze and Guattari highlight that a work is a collective assemblage of
enunciation when “there isn’t a subject who emits the statement or a subject about which
the statement would be emitted.”164 Although Raskopoulos’s body has been used to create
Diglossia, the work is a collective assemblage of enunciation through her deformation of
the figurative into something else. The faceless and fragmented bodies in this artwork is
reminiscent of Deleuze’s writing on the painter Bacon, where the body becomes the
material of the figure—the figure has a head, because it is an integral part of the body,
but does not require a face.165 In dismantling the face, Raskopoulos erases herself as the
subject of the work, halts the potential of narrative to slip between the figures, and avoids
the representational role of photography. Diglossia articulates sensations, not subjects,
and therefore speaks for collective voices.
In her essay “Body and Trace,” Victoria Lynn summarises Raskopoulos’s practice in a
way that begins to reveal how it functions, believing that the artist places:
value on the stutter rather than language; on unmaking rather than making; on
formlessness rather than form; on the abject, rather than the assimilated; on the
imprint rather than the whole body; on the foot rather than the hand; and on the
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capacity of objects to be in the world as things in themselves and as objects in
relation to one another. Her creativity is located in the awkward, violent, anxious
space of being between languages.166

Stuttering, violence, fragmentation, trace, everyday objects, and the space between are all
elements of Raskopoulos’s practice that she shares with Olson. In re-thinking of
Raskopoulos’ Diglossia beyond major art history and individual authorship, we can shift
our attention towards better understanding photography’s affective charge and what the
concept of minor photography might mean for contemporary expanded photographic
practices.

1.3

THE CONJUNCTION AND

After writing Kafka with Guattari, Deleuze expanded on the idea of minor literature in
Dialogues II with Claire Parnet, A Thousand Plateaus with Guattari, and in the solo
authored papers “The Exhausted” and “He Stuttered.” It was through these later writings
that the importance of stuttering, in deterritorialising a major language, was introduced.
In Dialogues II, Deleuze discusses the concept of stuttering through the idea of style:
I should like to say what style is. It belongs to people of whom you normally say,
They have no style. This is not a signifying structure, nor a reflected organisation,
nor a spontaneous inspiration, nor an orchestration, nor a little piece of music. It
is an assemblage, an assemblage of enunciation. A style is managing to stammer
in one’s own language. It is difficult, because there has to be a need for such
stuttering. Not being a stutterer in one’s speech, but being a stutterer of language
itself. Being like a foreigner in one’s own language. Constructing a line of flight.
The most striking examples for me are Kafka, Beckett, Gherasim Luca and
Godard.167

For Deleuze, these artists were able to create the conditions for mistranslation—for
multiplicity and becomings that pass-through dualisms and binaries—which he believed
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defined great literature.168 These mistranslations formed from things that happen between
ideas, where each one becomes deterritorialised in the other creating something new. To
invent stuttering the conjunction AND is introduced as neither a union nor juxtaposition,
but something that has its place between the elements.169 Deleuze sees thinking with AND
as the process by which relationships are given another direction:
AND, AND, AND-stuttering. And even if there are only two terms, there is an
AND between the two, which is neither the one nor the other, nor the one which
becomes the other, but which constitutes the multiplicity. This is why it is
possible to undo dualisms from the inside, by tracing the line of flight which
passes between the two terms or the two sets, the narrow stream which belongs
neither to the one nor the other, but draws both into a non-parallel evolution.170

Rajchman believes that it is through this AND that artists are able to go beyond
ontologically determination (or saying what is) to other forms of description of what
happens or has happened to us171—that inattributable of ordinary affects which forms part
of our becomings.

In the writings on minor photography there is limited attention given to the AND its role
in deterritorialisation, with Bleyen being one of the few scholars to consider this
relationship in Minor Aesthetics.172 However, Bleyen’s use of the minor is as a tool to
think through Mariën’s practice in terms of its middle position between high AND low
art, art AND porn, professional AND amateur, public AND private.173 My perspective on
the use value of AND takes a different approach to Bleyen, as I come to it from the
position of a practising artist. For me, the power of AND lies in its potential as a studio
method through which photography can release the particles-signs of ordinary affects.
The AND becomes a process of the abstract machine through which habits of perception,
memory, and recognition can be passed through and reassembled as difference. Olson
describes this form of deterritorialisation in her own practice as taking:
168
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out that weird middle at the origin of a medium. Admit that the maker of the
picture and the picture and the things and people in the picture and the thing the
picture is printed on are not really separate, but coalesce into a single moment of
perception.174

Although minor artists stutter in a way that pushes their medium to the limits of its
elements and forms, Deleuze emphasises that each does so through their own unique
procedure of variation of expression and content.175 Minor artists put experimentation
before ontology—AND before Is. Rajchman understands this Deleuzian experimentation
as the taking of space and time, which are the forms of intuition that constructs
representation, and making them part of an aesthetic experiment.176 In moving away from
the real, spatiality and temporality change, exposing the kind of indetermination in the
unfolding of a life.177 In the work of minor artists, time becomes unjointed; leaving the
viewer in an ungrounded space that points to ordinary affects through the artist’s materials
passing into sensation.

When Olson stutters, she does so through creating a mise-en-scène out of her studio AND
mirrors AND sculptural objects AND found objects AND domestic objects. A theatrical
space which is then activated through her performing body AND repeated gestures AND
a 1990s style shoot-and-point analogue camera AND a flash AND slide film. An
improvised event that results in images composed of blur, flash, unpredictable colour, and
sharp contrasts of dark and light; a dissolution of constant form in favour of differences
in dynamic motion. In Olson’s EYE BODY BLINDER (figure 6), the AND creates the
conditions by which life is deterritorialised in a Deleuzian manner, where “nothing
develops, but things arrive late or early, and form this or that assemblage depending on
their compositions of speeds”178—an in-camera collage that leaves traces of gestures and
affects.
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Olson has deliberately questioned major photography since her decision to pick up a
camera after receiving her Bachelor of Fine Art, majoring in drawing, from the School of
Art Institute of Chicago in 2010. Her interest in photography that is “supposedly
wrong,”179 that does not meet the definition of technically perfect, comes from it its
capacity to compromise the viewer’s vision in order to create a “shared subjecthood.”180
Deleuze and Guattari claim this shared subjecthood as a collective enunciation of
assemblage, where there is no subjects but only relations of movement and rest, and speed
and slowness between unformed elements.181 For Bal, this is a form of deixis where the
artwork is concerned with a bodily-spatial relationship with the viewer, which is based
on presenting alternative forms of perspective.

Image removed due to copyright

Figure 6 B. Ingrid Olson, EYE BODY BLINDER, 2019, Perspex, dye sublimation print on aluminium,
medium-density fibreboard, screws, 64 x 45.75 x 25.5 cm
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Although Olson’s use of her body is part of her material investigation—an exploration of
the body in space intended to create a shared subjecthood—like Raskopoulos, her work
has been categorised by curators and critics as concerning the gendered body.182 Unlike
Raskopoulos, however, the artist rarely acknowledges feminist discourse in her work,
choosing to frame her use of the body as an interest in “making the body aware of itself
in space”183 in working in “a larger grey zone where it is just a body.” 184 For Olson,
gendering the body can lead the viewer to giving it an identity and this is where it loses
its materiality and becomes portraiture; it becomes about the subject and loses its ability
to speak for collective voices.185 Olson has been very clear to state that “I don’t make
self-portraits.”186

With an interest in the structure of language, Olson sees her work functioning as an
ellipsis […]187 and her use of gestures as “like a run-on sentence; gathered together,
layered, and staggered, covering and revealing, building towards a fixed vantage point
without reaching it.”188 For Olson, her minor use of photography is an act of camouflaging
where:
The concept of camouflage is a link between these sets of ideas—figuration
versus abstraction and location versus dislocation. In the act of camouflaging, the
subject is present but not always available to be seen immediately, nor in its
entirety. The subject becomes partially absent…Abstraction occurs in the
scrambling of visual information; the regular and the continuous can become
flattened, doubled, fragmented or folded-together…These manipulations
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destabilise the origination and relationship between figure and ground, creating
disruptions or confusions between the body and its location.189

In using photography to reorder existing visual logic, Olson’s works such as EYE BODY
BLINDER present an alternative temporality and space: an alternative form of
perspective. A perspective that Bal calls contemporary baroque in that it “explores the
possibility of an alternative temporality in which the past is subsumed but not lost in the
present, because the present itself, its pace and instantaneity, is called to a holt, slowed
down, and made an object of reflection.”190 The difference that leaks from EYE BODY
BLINDER is a direct result of Olson’s use of AND to make duration and space (where we
think we are) a material itself within her practice.

Until 2016, Olson had considered her photographic works as an investigation into
dualisms, such as active/passive or strong/soft or masculine/feminine. However, at some
point during that year, and for no identified reason, the artist realised that her practice is
an exploration of what she calls the “grey areas.”191 Olson’s grey areas being the between
spaces, or a between activity, that is something in process; a between that she can realise
through combining materials, improvisation, and a camera.192 Olson’s ANDs enable her
to work in what Deleuze—in reference to Beckett—calls the void or ellipsis.193 Deleuze’s
void and ellipsis being a place where alogical and amnesiac images hold a mad captured
energy waiting to burst;194 waiting to open us up to the forces of ordinary affects.

In introducing multiple ANDs Olson, like Raskopoulos and Tuymans, puts chance at play
in her practice. The artist commits to a loss of control over her process and therefore the
resultant artwork. Olson’s use of 1990s-style analogue point-and-shoot cameras, with
their limited capacity to focus and bright flashes, is one element that the artist puts to
work to create her outcomes. The taking of images predominantly from the perspective
of looking down at herself—combined with mirrors and their capacity to bounce the flash
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of the camera around the mise-en-scène of her studio and to fragment the body—performs
another important role in Olson’s accident-informed process. Her use of slide film, which
eventuated from a friend loaning her a camera with preloaded slide stock, was
serendipitous in her attraction to the unexpected results of exaggerated colour and contrast
of light and dark. Olson justifies her continued use of slide film by explaining that
“sometimes the results exceed my expectations. Other times, the content or composition
of an image might be striking, but the exaggerated colour of the film is too acrid, or the
deepened contrast makes a darker image illegible….But I think it’s still worth it to me in
order to get the unexpected results.”195
For both Deleuze and Bal, chance—which Bal calls serendipity196—is at the centre of the
political potential of art; it is what makes it possible to replace an existing dominant voice
with something new.197 Olson discovers, only after the processing of her camera’s film,
Bal’s “half-thing” 198—the accident that chance has facilitated as an event. In capturing
and presenting this half-thing, Olson’s art intensifies affect by confronting the viewer
with a confusing multitemporal perspective incorporating a time of movement, of
memory, a provision of the present, and a forward-oriented unfolding. Discussing Olson’s
Fingered Eye exhibition, which included EYE BODY BLINDER, Andrew Blackley
acknowledges that Olson’s work to date has troubled conventional vocabularies of the
photographic medium. For Blackley, the unfolding nature of her work engenders an
equivocation as it summons multiple truths with its “half-strange, bisected, all the while
dual, open, un-halved” imagery.199 Blackley describes Olson’s photographic practice as
a set of alternative events that act as interruptions:
they interrupt both space and the cohesive visuality. It is because they use the
familiar anew that their prevarication—their parallelism—operates in a way that
creates a theatre-space out of determinism.200
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In Activating Temporalities: The Political Power of Artistic Time, Bal claims these
interruptions as an embodied view of temporalities created when artists undo
representation and challenge conceptions of perception. Bal suggests that art can be
defined as an interruption, as it interrupts the endless flows of everyday time-space and
the reality to which it presents fictional alternatives.201 Through the event of interrupting,
which is a sense-based act, an artwork has the potential to affect a viewer through the
senses; to create an affective-encounter. EYE BODY BLINDER shows that by stuttering
through the AND, material and chance collide in an event that moves Olson’s
photographic works away from Deleuze’s cliché towards mistranslations and the minor.
Although incorporating the already there, of photographic tradition, Olson’s everyday
things—in the tradition of Kafka—“are no longer anything, but intensities overrun by
deterritorialised sound or words [or in this case images] that are following their line of
escape.”202
Olson’s photographic experiments with the everyday, space, and duration, builds up
intensities through their density and texture—through having subverted linear narrative
to become Barthes’s third meaning and Deleuze’s image-refrain. The artist’s stuttering
interrupts our well-known picture of our world and our expectation of the photograph,
enabling us to obtusely see the particles-signs that point towards ordinary affects.

Of her own practice, Olson professes that:
Though I avoid the term narrative, there are obviously elements that take the
work beyond pure information and beyond process. The photographs are
specified by each plastic decision made, but in the end, my primary focus—in
relationship to communication—is leaving room for inference and interpretation.
Mis-reading, crude understandings, tangents and inconclusive ideas are all part
of a seed or spark for new thought.203
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Chapter 2: The Transnarrative Televisual

Something in the world forces us to think. This something is an object not of
recognition but a fundamental encounter.204
Gilles Deleuze

Media are poetic forces. They perform poesis; they bring forth worlds into
presence, producing and revealing them…media do this not just through
representing worlds, imaginary or otherwise, but by connecting us to worlds
beyond our immediate physical perception.205
Paul Frosh

My adoption of television narrative as the source imagery for my artwork came by chance.
Early in my doctoral research I was invited to develop a ten minute moving-image work
to be projected onto a gallery wall during a collaborative performance event and
exhibition called Performing Space.206 For my contribution to this project, I decided to
find a way to visually extend on the gesturality of the performance by taking photographs
that would then be translated into a moving-image work. Having taken hundreds of
sequential digital photographs of the performers rehearsing in full costume (e.g., see
figure 7) with my digital single-lens reflex camera (DSLR)—and experimenting with the
photos over a number of weeks in an attempt to exaggerate the effect of their movement—
I struggled to resolve the piece to a satisfactory level. In the depth of my frustration, I
realised that a music video that was playing on the television contained attributes that
mimicked aspects of the performance. I grabbed my mobile device and began to take
photographs of the moving television footage. After sifting through the images for
anything useable, I then overlaid the televisual images (e.g., see figure 8) with that of the
performers and found that in this event it became something new, transitioning the
original linear narrative of images from both performances into something that would be
considered abstract (e.g., see figure 9). In total eighty composite images of both the
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performers and the televisual were overlaid to create the final moving-image work
outcome.

Figure 7 Jacinta Giles, Adam Anderson rehearsing in customer for Performing Space, 2017, digital
single-lens reflex camera photograph

Figure 8 Jacinta Giles, image from moving music video, 2017, mobile device photograph
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Figure 9 Jacinta Giles, Cold Light on a Warm Body, 2017, still from 10:00 min moving-image work, 180
x 230 cm

This chance event-encounter with the televisual created a permanent rupture in my
photographic practice. After experiencing first-hand what Paul Frosh calls the “poetic
forces”207 of digital media—in this case the revealing of worlds beyond our immediate
perception through capturing moving television narrative—my practice would from that
point onwards focus on the potential of the televisual to attend to ordinary affects. In
moving from working with images of the reality around me to working with television
narrative, I entered into a world that curator and art scholar Nicolas Bourriaud’s has
defined as postproduction. Although a technical term from the audio-visual vocabulary
used in television, film, and video, Bourriaud further defined its use in contemporary
artistic practices in his book Postproduction: Culture as Screenplay: How Art
Reprograms the World. For Bourriaud, artists working with pre-existing content, with
objects that are already in circulation in the cultural market, are working in a zone of
activity that seeks to question existing modes of representation by finding new ways to
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inhabit them.208 According to Bourriaud, in working with objects like the televisual,
artists are seeking to find:
a means of insertion into the innumerable flow of production. “Things and
thoughts,” Gilles Deleuze writes, “advance or grow out from the middle, and
that’s where you have to get to work, that’s where everything unfolds.” The
artistic question is no longer: “what can we make that is new?” but “how can we
make do with what we have?” In other words, how can we produce singularity
and meaning from this chaotic mass of objects, names, and references that
constitute our daily life?209

In repositioning art beyond its role as a receptacle of the artist’s vision, artwork engaged
with postproduction functions as an active agent; it is capable of bringing collective
scenarios to consciousness through decoding and producing alternative narratives that
offer what Bourriaud describes as “other pathways through reality.”210 In finding new
ways to compose, inhabit, and create event-encounters with cultural artefacts, artists
working with these already circulating objects have the potential to approach what
Stewart calls the “intensities of the ordinary”211—to point towards ordinary affects
through moving beyond our well-known picture of the world and revealing the particlessigns of everyday life.

What follows in this chapter is both a record of my own ongoing development with the
poetic forces inherent in the televisual and photographic-televisual events, and a journey
through the resonances and connections I have made to other artists works and scholarly
theorems. Although the three sections of this chapter perform the same argument—that
within the televisual is the potential to point towards ordinary affects—they do so from
three different, but tangled, directions. The first section of this chapter explores the
transnarrative potential of the televisual and how artists engagement with the televisual
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as a being-in-medium212 can release the particles-signs of ordinary affects. The second
section involves a shift in terrain to the potential of movement to reveal the vibrations of
everyday life and how the deterritorialisation of chronological time (sequential narrative)
through chance can make perceptible the affective forces of reality. The last section of
this chapter introduces the concept of the televisual moving still, interval, and the
interstice and how working with these filmic concepts, as studio processes, can lead to
deixis—creating the conditions for an affective-encounter with the viewer that is
generated from the between of narrative objects. It should be noted that during this
research it has been challenging to locate contemporary photographers working with the
televisual image in expanded ways.213 Therefore, many of the examples provided are from
the late 1960s to mid-1970s, when television sets became a common object within
Western living rooms—a period of the televisual turn within visual art history.

2.1

BEING-IN-MEDIUM

Although television’s ubiquity as a source of knowing, picturing, and imagining is
difficult to dispute, many scholars acknowledge that it has almost no place as an object
of study in academia and that very little is still known about it. 214 Even with television’s
transition from analogue to digital broadcasting and from the box in the living room to
mobile devices that can be watched any-space-whatever,215 Stephen Heath’s depiction of
the uncertainty of the medium in 1990 is still relevant today:
television is a somewhat difficult object, unstable, all over the place, tending
derisively to escape anything we can say about it: given the speed of its changes
(in technology, economics, programming), its interminable flow (of images,
sound, their endlessly disappearing present), its quantitative everydayness (the
212
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very quality of this medium each and every day), how can we represent
television?216

While debates around television’s medium specificity (John Caldwell and Helen
Wheatley), materiality (Marshall McLuhan, Samuel Weber, and Anna McCarthy) and
aesthetics (Sarah Cardwell, Jason Jacobs, and Jason Mittell) continue to be argued—
albeit on a significantly smaller scale than the academic debates surrounding cinema—
artists have, since the late 1950s onwards, agreed on its capacity to foster new modes of
creativity.
In an art historical context, the Howard Wise Gallery’s TV as a Creative Medium
exhibition, held in New York in 1969, is seen as the catalytic moment that revealed the
potential of television when placed in the hands of artists. Of the twelve artists217
represented at the exhibition, only three—Eric Siegel, Thomas Tadlock (figure 10), and
Aldo Tambellini—were concerned with deterritorialising broadcast television content
into something new. This something new was the result of kinetic experiments with either
live or recorded television narrative. However, these three artists’ treatment of their
creative outcome was as a moving-image and not as a photograph.
The remaining artists, among whom was the globally acclaimed television artist Nam
June Paik, were interested in exploring live broadcast (including the viewers of the
exhibition itself), self-made videos, creating imagery from modifying the technical
components of the television, and the physicality of the television set itself.218 Seen as
visionary at the time, this exhibition has been credited with inspiring a generation of
artists who would come to be known as video artists.
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Figure 10 Thomas Tadlock, The Archetron, 1969, still from kaleidoscopic images composed from three
separate live broadcasts, mirrors, and coloured filters, Super 8mm colour silent film

TV as a Creative Medium would in some ways, whether consciously or not, become the
curatorial model for future major exhibitions regarding artists engagement with the
television.219 For several decades post-1969, institutional curatorial preferences for
televisual-related exhibitions would lean towards showcasing the appropriation of content
for political or satirical purposes; the use of experimental processes to abstract live and
recorded television narrative; the physicality of the television set as an object; and the use
of the television set as a presentation vehicle for live, video, and moving-image works. In
more recent times, the linkage between the history of artists use of the television and
contemporary artists use of the web and social media have been explored.220

Artists working with the televisual through a photographic lens, during the height of the
televisual turn, were often disregarded in significant curatorial projects. The reason for
this may have been the lacklustre reception received by exhibitions such as Television’s
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Impact, which was curated by Dr. Marc H. Miller, to emphasise the less familiar ground
of television’s influence on painting, photography, and other static mediums versus video
art. Writing on this exhibition, which was held at the Queens Museum, New York, in
1986, influential arts reporter and critic Grace Glueck from The New York Times declared
that the “absence of more formulated video art makes the show less interesting, since
what is left is work that only reacts to television, albeit sometimes with vigour.”221 Artists
who did venture into the photographic-televisual event, such as Howardena Pindell222
(figure 11) and Harry Gruyaert—who had televisual work acquired by major visual arts
institutions223—appeared to have done so briefly before venturing into something new or
returning to their previous method of working. Although Pindell would continue to make
video drawings on and off until at least 2007, a sustained photographic-televisual practice
has been difficult to locate within an art historical context.

Image removed due to copyright

Figure 11 Howardena Pindell, Video Drawings: Tokyo TV, 1974–75, chromogenic print, 35.4 x 40.8 cm
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However, it is in the discipline of painting and printmaking that the use of the
photographic-televisual still by artists is more widely documented, with contemporary
artists such as Luc Tuymans, Gerhard Richter, and Richard Hamilton having used them
as the basis for the construction of artwork. For artists using stilled television narrative as
an underlying structure for the creation of images, the televisual is no longer a technical
object and cultural form, but as Tony Fry suggests it has transcended itself into a material
and immaterial ontological domain where the television is an organic part of the social
fabric. 224 In R U A TV? Tony Fry declares that:
Almost everyone, everywhere, lives within the reach of television. Television
travels towards us, we (that is, all of us who see it) travel toward it. Television
has become part of the fragmented and disharmonious lifeworld of our world. It
wraps everything in a web of transmitted and reflected signals and in a luminosity
that is back-projected from its screens of cool radiance.225

Having become part of the condition and means of the formation of our given
understanding, the televisual enables us to live located in images—images that according
to Fry, seduce, enframe, and entrap by projecting fleeting fragments of the world.226

In 2004, Jeffrey Shaw, Neil Brown, Dennis Del Favero, and Matt McGinity, from the
iCinema Research Centre, University of New South Wales (UNSW) and Peter Weibel,
from the ZKM Centre for Art and Media Karlsruhe, undertook a thirteen-year research
project that investigated the televisual not as a media object, but as a material landscape
of which the viewer is a component part.227 Called T_Visionarium (figure 12), the project
was not only a major study in television, but an exploration of an embodiment of new
media aesthetics. Created for the UNSW iCinema Centre’s Advanced Interaction and
Visualisation Environment (AVIE), the work involved capturing twenty-eight hours of
digital free-to-air Australian television content over a week and segmenting and
converting it into a database containing over 20 000 video clips. Each clip was then tagged
with metadata descriptors defining properties such as the gender of the actors, the
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emotions they were expressing, the pace of the scene, and specific actions occurring in
the segment. Viewers could then explore and actively edit a multitude of stories using the
metadata tags across the three-dimensional screens of the AVIE.228

Figure 12 Jeffrey Shaw, Neil Brown, Dennis Del Favero, Matt McGinity and Peter Weibel,
T_Visionarium II, 2006, iCinema Centre’s Advanced Interaction and Visualisation Environment (AVIE),
University of New South Wales, Sydney, installation view © UNSW Center for Interactive Cinema
Research, University of New South Wales

An unusual aspect of this project was that four of the five researchers identify as artistresearchers and not media scholars, which may account for the embodied nature of
T_Visionarium—with its large landscape like scale and its constantly moving bites of
television narrative swirling around the viewer. At times, the floating images are sped up
to the point of becoming a visceral blur of forms and colour (figure 13), which within a
dark circular space must have had a vertiginous impact on the viewer who was literally
placed as being-in-medium of the televisual object. In stripping the televisual of its
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conventional narrative context, the researchers revealed the aesthetic, behavioural, and
media qualities of the televisual—uncovering a televisual vocabulary of gestures.229

Figure 13 Jeffrey Shaw, Neil Brown, Dennis Del Favero, Matt McGinity and Peter Weibel,
T_Visionarium II, 2006, iCinema Centre’s Advanced Interaction and Visualisation Environment (AVIE),
University of New South Wales, Sydney, installation view © UNSW Center for Interactive Cinema
Research, University of New South Wales

In 2008, Deleuzian scholar Jill Bennett wrote T_Visionarium: A User Guide as a response
to the first and second iterations of the work. In approaching T_Visionarium through the
lens of the structural features of media dynamics that animate television, versus a
textual230 or semiotic analysis of the content, Bennett argues that televisual images can
be approached as virtual DNA fragments of narrative—as media entities with their own
lives.231 For Bennett, T_Visionarium creates conditions through which:
narrative’s gestural and expressive characteristics emerge in their own right as
dynamic media entities, engendered within narrative but no longer subject to its
strictures. These are medial characteristics, produced from, belonging to, but able
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to survive in a dimension beyond narrative television. They are, in essence, not
anti-narrative but transnarrative—bridging narratives and, in the process
extending into a network space between narrative objects. Thus, transnarrative
elements touch and grow out of narrative, but are materialised in this extranarrative space.232

In challenging the habitual relationship that the viewer traditionally has with the
television, T_Visionarium brings to the fore the visual dynamics of gesturality, created
through presenting gesture independent of its original context but also through generating
an alternative relationship to other bodies—through constructing the condition for deixis.

It was only in the production of the artwork for my solo exhibition The Other Fears, held
shortly after Performing Space at the Webb Gallery, Queensland College Art, Griffith
University, 2017, that I became truly cognisant of the gestural characteristics of television
narrative and its potential to attend to ordinary affects. Having committed to working
purely with television narrative, I created the works for The Other Fears through taking
photos of randomly recorded television content moving across a television screen at
thirty-two times its normal speed. The images, taken with a mobile device camera, were
left in their original state—not manipulated by image editing software. The outcome from
this project was the production of over 8,000 square photographs (square being the default
setting on the mobile device camera I was then using), of which forty-eight were selected
for showing in the gallery space. Most of the images selected were shown in photo-series,
with only two works shown as independent images.

In stuttering television narrative through placing television content AND accelerated
movement AND a television screen AND a mobile device camera in an event, the
resultant images deterritorialise the televisual into something more elemental. Through
works such as Hidden (figure 14), Rage (figure 15), and Pervasive (figure 16), which
formed part of The Other Fears, the estranged televisual image confronts the viewer with
a transcription of body processes, creating an alternative relationship to narrative data
than the viewer experiences in watching television. This bodily-spatial relationship—this
deixis—create the conditions for an affective-encounter, as we perceive our own
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integration into an unfolding image.233 The reduction of the televisual image, with its
average airtime of 40 milliseconds, to gesture prioritising media dynamics over content
and meaning—particles-signs revealed through a being-in-medium.234

Figure 14 Jacinta Giles, Hidden, 2017, digital print on matte archival paper, 50 x 215 cm

Figure 15 Jacinta Giles, Rage, 2017, digital print on matte archival paper, 50 x 160 cm

Figure 16 Jacinta Giles, Pervasive, 2017, digital print on matte archival paper, 170 x 230 cm
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In Materialising New Media: Embodiment in Information Aesthetics, Anna Munster
argues that our everyday encounters with contemporary digital machines—which
includes televisual and mobile devices—produces a doubling, splitting, and reverberating
as new aspect of our bodily experience.235 Munster believes that this digital embodiment:
is a differentially produced mode of living or experiencing the body. It is
constituted across the folded interval that extends and opens up as the time of
organic matter comes into a relation with the speeds of information. Its space
stretches across a series of constant deformations as the organic alters its rhythms
and tempos in order to align itself into strange configurations that temporarily
animate it. The temporality of digital embodiment comprises not simply moving
toward absolute speed but also a stretch of asynchronicity punctuated by lags or
intervals. These delays occur because both code and the body fall short of the
other’s speeds. This logic of differential engagement is not unique to information
culture but is already prefigured in the baroque relations articulated between the
organic world, natural science and aesthetics.236

Munster proposes Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz’s concept of the baroque fold,237 as a way
to productively conceive of the corporeal experiences of living in and through information
culture, while also acknowledging its relationship to aesthetic, epistemological, and
ontological genealogies.238 As, according to Munster, the televisual could be considered
a “world doubling worlds within worlds,”239 there is a defendable argument to consider it
a baroque event in a Leibnizian and Deleuzian sense: a continuous stream of vibrations
and murmurs impacting upon one’s perception and sensations.240
Frosh, in The Poetics of Digital Media, also supports the world creating capacity of digital
media, with it being “generators for constructing and revealing worlds—including the
actual world that we imagine we live in and possible worlds that we propose as
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alternatives or refuges.”241 The televisual becomes for Frosh, a poetically produced world,
an everyday encountered second nature in which we find and make meaning.242 For artists
making and thinking with television narrative, Bennett’s, Munster’s, and Frosh’s
argument that that there is a transnarrative, embodied, and world revealing potential in
the materiality (being-in-medium) of the televisual speaks to its ability to reveal the forces
of ordinary affects. However, I would contend that even before the televisual was
digitised it contained the same potential, as recognised by Ronald Bogue, Atene
Mendelyte, and Deleuze243 regarding the television productions of Beckett. For Bogue,
Mendelyte, and Deleuze, the potential of television narrative as a medium for “making
visible invisible forces, or articulable inarticulable forces”244 has always been contained
within its DNA. However, it is only through the erasure of both individualising details
and the conventional categories of television narrative—the clichés of our quotidian
existence—that the particles-signs of ordinary affects can be realised.245 Without this type
of intervention its potential remains dormant and unrealised.

Tuymans’s series of etchings called The Temple (figure 17–18) is an example of the use
of the televisual as being-in-medium. Although produced prior to the digitisation of
television, The Temple reveals televisual gestures emerging from the grains of its
transmission, with the artist having eliminated the particularising details of its original
narrative.
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Figure 17 Luc Tuymans, The Temple, 1996, series of eight etchings with aquatint on paper, 82.2 x 62.7
cm each with full margins

Image removed due to copyright

Figure 18 Luc Tuymans, The Temple (detail), 1996, etching with aquatint on paper, 82.2 x 62.7 cm with
full margin
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These transnarrative objects, whose original source was a television documentary about
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, appear as if arising from and dissolving
into an image at the same time: an enfolding of visible and invisible layers. Having taken
Polaroid photos of the documentary from the television screen (e.g., see figure 19),
Tuymans then produced a series of watercolour paintings from the images. The
watercolours were then photographed again with a Polaroid camera and another series of
watercolour painting were produced (e.g., see figure 20). This process was repeated until
the generational degradation left the images deterritorialised into what academic and
curator Manfred Sellink and curator Tommy Simeons have call “disintegrating flesh like
colours.”246 The final photographs of Tuymans’s watercolour paintings were then used to
create a series of eight etchings with aquatint. This studio stuttering therefore entailed the
use of television narrative AND photography AND watercolour painting AND etching
AND aquatint to deterritorialise the televisual and release the particles-signs of ordinary
affects.

Image removed due to copyright

Figure 19 Luc Tuymans, original photo of television source imagery for The Temple, 1996
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Figure 20 Luc Tuymans, watercolours produced as source imagery for The Temple, 1996

At once virtual and material, The Temple constitutes a space that cannot be limited to a
single point of view—as it is both a temporalisation of the spatial and a spatialisation of
the temporal. For the media theorist Marshall McLuhan, television has a privileged
position in disrupting the figure-ground relationship—the vanishing point in visual
perspective attributed to the concept of Euclidean space. According to Janine
Marchessault, in Marshall McLuhan: Cosmic Media, this privelaged position of the
televisual is due to it being an extension of our nervous system and bodily senses247—
therefore it places us in simultaneous field of relations.248 In McLuhan in Space: A
Cultural Geography, Richard Cavell suggests that “this position accords with his
[McLuhan’s] notion that electronic culture does not represent a shift from the spatiality
of print to the temporality of speech; rather, the electronic era has as spatial bias that is
dynamic flux.”249

In reading the television image in terms of its material properties—its characteristics as a
dynamic media entity—McLuhan advocates that its transnarrative capacity emerges from
the televisual image having nothing in common with cinema or photography:
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except that it offers a nonverbal gestalt or a posture of forms. With TV the viewer
is the screen. He is bombarded with light impulses that James Joyce called the
Charge of the Light Brigade that imbues his soulskin with subconscious
inkling….The TV image is not a still shot. It is not a photo in any sense, but a
ceaselessly forming contour of things limned by the scanning finger. The
resulting plastic contour appears by light through, not light on, and the image so
formed has the quality of sculpture and icon, rather than of picture.…The TV
images requires each instant that we close the spaces in the mesh by a convulsive,
sensuous participation that is profoundly kinetic and tactile.250

Through the mosaic mesh251 of the televisual, both McLuhan and The Temple claim the
viewer as its vanishing point, creating a bodily-spatial relationship through the enfolding
of space and duration. The Temple, in creating this deixis using transnarrative televisual
images, points towards something—a memory trace attempting to regain its physical
form. Temple becomes a Kafkaesque surface with a double meaning, with something
else—albeit it unnameable—behind it.252

As with The Temple, Time (figure 21), which was my first major project in 2017 after The
Other Fears, has something else behind it. The work was created in response to being
invited onto Aboriginal women’s sacred land on Ugarapul country, by the local Aunties
(female First Nations leaders). My experience of being on sacred land was both deeply
calming and overwhelming. There was something primordial about being barefoot—
physically connected—to such important ground, and yet I also felt a profound sense of
anguish at the actions of my forebears as a white Australian. The experience was at once
one of being embraced by and swallowed up by the ground. Time was both moving at a
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radically slower pace, as the ground embraced me, and yet was also accelerating with a
vertiginous speed as my anguish grew.

Figure 21 Jacinta Giles, Time, 2017, digital print on matte archival paper, 100 x 100 cm

In wanting to express this affective-encounter, I began looking through my growing
archive of televisual images to identify if any of them contained the vibrations and
murmurs of this experience. In scanning through the now tens of thousands of images that
I had collected, I identified four non-chronological images from the same source that
when placed together would become the basis for Time. As a transnarrative-image, Time
is not an image of a memory but an attempt to call into perception an affective-encounter
through the materiality of the televisual. The televisual’s dislocated scale, its heightened
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colour created through its light through projection, and its fragmented bodies—because
of camera angles and close-ups—all give Time its kinetic sculptural quality.
Like Deleuze’s language III, which references Beckett’s televisual work, in
deterritorialising the televisual to particles-signs—in disconnecting it from narrative—
what surges forth is no longer personal or rational but an “alogical, amnesic, almost
aphasic image, sometimes holding itself in the void, sometimes trembling in the open.”253
It is a transnarrative-image capable of rendering perceptible what is habitually
imperceptible, generated from the ephemeral electronic simulation of a world of uncertain
provenance. Time and The Temple emerge from a televisual image-event that floats in a
decontextualised space and duration, creating the conditions for an affective-encounter
through rupturing our habitual modes of seeing the televisual. As O’Sullivan argues about
objects of an encounter:
It produces a cut, a crack. However this is not the end of the story, for the
rupturing encounter also contains a moment of affirmation, the affirmation of a
new world, in fact a way of seeing and thinking this world differently. This is the
creative moment of the encounter that obliges us to think otherwise. Life, when
it is truly lived, is a history of these encounters, which will always necessarily
occur beyond representation.254

Although, as Vivian Carol Sobchack has argued in Carnal Thoughts: Embodiment and
Moving Image Culture, digital media (including the televisual) is a “radical alteration of
the forms of our culture’s previous temporal and spatial consciousness,”255 the impact of
the televisual on the way we make sense predominantly goes unnoticed by the television
viewer. Television’s unique way of mediating our bodily existence, of offering us
different ways of being-in-the-world, result from its material conditions—manifesting
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itself at the level of microperception256 within the praxis of everyday life. However, in
the hands of an artist and a creative practice based on releasing particles-signs, the
televisual image can break through the clichés of television narrative and reveal itself as
the transnarrative-image—a different type of perception image based on the gestural and
material. In revealing its textural layers, its composition of disparate and moving
elements, the transnarrative televisual image becomes Stewart’s something that “throws
itself together in a moment as an event and a sensation; a something both animated and
inhabitable”257 that points towards ordinary affects.

2.2

MOVEMENT AND DURATION

In 1911, Anton Giulio Bragaglia published the first of three editions of his book
Fotodinamismo Futurista (Futurist Photodynamism), a treatise on photography that
integrated influences from the Futurist manifesto of 1909,258 the chronophotographs259 of
Étienne-Jules Marey, and concepts of cinema. Bragaglia believed that photography could
be elevated to an art through the use of experimental techniques that would “overcome
the pedestrian photographic reproduction of the real as something static or caught in a
pose in a snapshot” and reveal “the expression and vibrations of actual life.”260
Unconcerned with the aims of cinematography and chronophotography, Bragaglia saw
Photodynamism (e.g., figure 22) as a shift from recording the precise reconstruction of a
movement, to the elements of a movement which produces sensation, “the memory which
still palpitates in our consciousness.”261 For Bragaglia, Photodynamism was:
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no longer concerned with inner or outer reality or its volume as much as with the
spirit of the living reality, with signifying the deep tendency of its movement and
expressing the molecular passion of its change of location. We want, in short, to
record reality unrealistically. We want to render what is not seen on the surface:
we want to register the living sensation of a particular reality’s deep expression,
and we are seeking its sensation of movement because that is rich with
magnificent, hidden depths and multiple emotive sources that render it
unspeakable and ungraspable.262

Figure 22 Anton Giulio Bragaglia, Change of Position, 1911, gelatin silver print, 12.8 x 17.9 cm

In acknowledging the work of Bergson in his treatise, Bragaglia was interested in what
could be grasped in rendering the dynamic result of gesture through the
deterritorialisation of the figure and the turning of time into a “fourth dimension in
space.”263 Bragaglia upheld that photography was better equipped than painting to study
the trajectory of action—the “vertiginous lyrical expression of life”264 with which the
universe incessantly vibrates.
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Bergson also believed that at the centre of perception was movement, having written
about its criticality to our understanding of space and duration in Matter and Memory.
Bergson describes the relationship between perception and our body as follows:
Here are external images, then my body, and, lastly, the changes brought about
by my body in the surrounding images. I see plainly how external images
influence the image that I call my body: they transmit movement to it. And I also
see how this body influences external images: it gives back movement to them.
My body is, then, in the aggregate of the material world, an image which acts like
other images, receiving and giving back movement, with, perhaps, this difference
only, that my body appears to choose, within certain limits, the manner in which
it shall restore what it receives.265

In Bergsonian thought, the body restores what it receives through taking the nascent
images that accompany a thought and relating them to the tendency to movement by
which these images would be acted or played in space. In other words, the images
connected with thought impress particular attitudes upon the body and sets free all that
they implicitly contain of spatial movement, including creating a disturbance in the nerve
centres of the body.266 In disturbing the nerve centres, affect therefore follows from the
existence of perception.

Our ability to take a nascent image and relate it to movement—albeit a virtual or real
action—is premised on the inseparability of perception and memory. In each moment in
the present, we, as Bergson describes, “mingle a thousand details out of our past
experience. In most cases these memories supplant our actual perceptions, of which we
then retain only a few hints, thus using them merely as signs that recall to us former
images.”267 There are therefore two types of memory at play in perception. The first is
the memory-image, which records the details of the events of daily life as they occur in
sequential time, storing up the past through the recognition of a perception already
experienced. 268 The second is the movement that continues to be recorded in relation to
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memory-images and created in the body’s new dispositions towards action.269 In
Bergson’s words, this form of memory is gradually formed:
of an entirely different order, which accumulates within the body, a series of
mechanisms wound up and ready, with reactions to external stimuli ever more
numerous and more varied, and answers ready prepared to an ever growing
number of possible solicitations. We become conscious of these mechanisms as
they come into play; and this consciousness of a whole past of efforts stored up
in the present is indeed also a memory, but a memory profoundly different from
the first, always bent upon action, seated in the present and looking only to the
future. It has retained from the past only the intelligent coordinated movements
which represent the accumulated efforts of the past; and it recovers those past
efforts, not in the memory-image which recall them, but in the definite order and
systematic character with which the actual movements take place. In truth, it no
longer represents our past to us, it acts it; and if it still deserves the name of
memory, it is not because it conserves bygone images, but because it prolongs
their useful effect into the present moment.270

From a Bergsonian perspective, it is this type of memory that makes the body capable of
instantly recognising something without the help of any explicit memory-image—an
ability to intuitively grasp a reality which exists in action and not in representation.271

In Parables for the Virtual: Movement, Affect, Sensation, Bergsonian and Deleuzian
scholar Massumi extends on the importance of the tendency of virtual movement to the
perception of the vibrations of ordinary affects. In Massumi’s view, although the virtual
is inaccessible, it can be figured through images where the expression of its effect
becomes multiplied causing the virtual to fleetingly appear in the “cracks between the
surfaces around the image.”272 Massumi believes that because images of the virtual do
not appear in the content or form of an image but in its ability to enfold onto itself, the
virtual can be best imaged through deformation into a vanishing point of its own twisted
versioning.273
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The work of contemporary photographer and filmmaker Paolo Gioli could be described
as a form of deformation that leaves in its wake the residue of movement (figure 23)—
images caught in continuous variation. With an interest in representing the psychological
states associated with desire and death (based on the philosophical thought of Ludwig
Wittgenstein),274 Gioli’s use of photography is driven by a self-declared mania for
materiality, a “fixation for matter and the rays that penetrate it,”275 and an interest in
calling into question figurative representation.276 The artist’s extensive oeuvre, which
includes his ongoing series Photo-finish (1974–78 and 1987–2002)—derived from the
Photodynamism of Bragaglia—speaks to an understanding that the life of the body, its
experience of ordinary affects, cannot be contained in Euclidean space and linear time.

Image removed due to copyright

Figure 23 Paolo Gioli, Maschere attraverso arbusti (from the Fotofinish Volti attraverso series), 1992,
photograph

Seen as an extreme experimentalist, Gioli makes his photographic cameras using his own
hands. In replacing the film camera with a sometimes vertical and sometimes horizontal
pinhole photographic camera, which is made from long tubes with up to 100-odd pinhole
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perforations, Gioli produces fragile images that displace perception.277 Gioli’s revealing
of movement through his event-based process—the release of particles-signs through his
abstract machines—embraces what Michel Foucault calls incorporeal materialism. As a
term Foucault created in response to Deleuze’s work in The Logic of Sense278 and
Difference and Repetition, incorporeal materialism is a theory of differences, based on
the conception of the event and the materiality of incorporeal things such as phantasm,
idols, and simulacra. As Foucault explains it:
To consider a pure event, it must first be given a metaphysical basis. But we must
be agreed that it cannot be a metaphysics of substances, which can serve as a
foundation for accidents; nor can it be a metaphysics of coherence, which situates
these accidents in the entangled nexus of cause and effects. The event—a wound,
a victory, defeat, death—is always an effect produced entirely by bodies
colliding, mingling, or separating, but this effect is never of a corporeal nature; it
is the intangible, inaccessible battle that turns and repeats itself a thousand
times279

With everything in motion Maschere attraverso arbusti is the image of a resonating bodysubstance, an enfolding that appears as Massumi’s “restless matter, action wanting and
waiting for perception.”280 Its composition is the concept of the body caught between
acceleration and deceleration, the see-able and the unseen, deterritorialised into Evgenia
Giannouri’s layer of the “photofilmic” 281—inherent in the experience of cinema but often
rendered invisible through the nature of cinematic projection.282

Subversion (figure 24), 2017, was the result of my own experiment with pinhole
photography, using the then recently developed Thingify Pinhole Pro interchangeable
multi-aperture pinhole lens on my DSLR. For this experiment, I also covered the lens
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with a red plastic film before photographing accelerated moving images from the
television screen. Although this investigation into the potential of pinhole photography to
produce different temporalities—to produce transnarrative-images—resulted in
Foucault’s phantasms and Giannouri’s photofilmic, the pinhole lens and DSLR struggled
to register images at the speed at which the television content was moving. This line of
studio-based inquiry highlighted that I saw more potential in the use of accelerated
television content—to attend to ordinary affects—than the use of pinhole technology.

Figure 24 Jacinta Giles, Subversion, 2017, digital print on archival paper, 50 x 50 cm

Not long after I ended my photographic pinhole experiments, I encountered Deleuze’s
filmic concept of the time-image, which he modelled on Bergson’s theorems of
movement, perception, and affect. Although Deleuze had explored the potential of
movement to reveal ordinary affects in the paintings of Bacon in 1981,283 it was his
writings regarding post World War II cinema in Cinema 2 that became relevant to this
In Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation, Deleuze examines how Bacon’s paintings functions to
produce a general logic of sensation. Deleuze’s analysis has three conceptual trajectories including
aspects of Bacon’s paintings (isolation, deformation, and coupling), the nonrational logic of sensation
(rhythms, chaos, and force), and the act of painting (clichés, the diagram, and modulation). According to
Deleuze, Bacon’s oeuvre concerns the violence of sensation (not of representation), one that makes
visible the foreboding of invisible forces through realising the force of inertia (of events) on the body
itself. See Deleuze, Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation.
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research. In Cinema 2, Deleuze hypothesises that not only is movement important to
creating affective-encounters with viewers, but also to revealing duration. Duration is
what is glimpsed when the image of time, developed through chronological spatialisation
of narrative, is disrupted and defamiliarised. As Anna Powell acknowledges in Deleuze
and Horror Film, movement is always in time, “whether it be intensive vibration or
extensive velocity,”284 however, once again in the hands of an artist, the virtual time of
Aion (the pure empty form of time not visible in ordinary perception) can become evident
to our senses.285

For Deleuze, photography and the televisual (unless in the hands of an artist like Beckett)
are not capable of approaching the qualities of the time-image—of an event oscillating
between the not yet and no longer, but graspable in the actual. It is only through cinema
that the constitutive mutation of filmic ontology to image AND time that spatial
perception—the linear logic of the whole and the ordering of time—can be
deterritorialised. However, Damian Sutton argues in Photography, Cinema, Memory: The
Crystal Image of Time that all photographs have the potential to reveal Aion. Sutton
believes that as the time-image is more than a theoretical analysis of cinema286—it can be
conceptualised as how we organise our perceptions of lived experience—it can, with the
agency of an artist, be exposed in photographs through the embracing of hazards.287
Hazards that leave traces on the photographic material, thereby changing immobile
sections of movement to duration through becoming indiscernible and demanding the
viewer enter a process of translation.288

Gioli is a master of the hazard, with his handmade photographic cameras having no lenses
AND shutters, AND being made from various materials AND at various lengths, AND
with pinholes in numerous numbers AND that are fashioned by hand. The artist’s use of
home-made optical printing equipment AND the layering of found images (such as old
photographic plates and film fragments) also plays a role in the material outcomes of his
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images. Gioli’s moving-image work, Immagini disturbate da un intenso parassita
(Images disturbed by an intense parasite, figure 25), is an example of where both
photography and the televisual interact to create a time-image. Gioli’s capturing of live
television content through pinhole photography produces images that reveal both the
pulsation created by the television screen and the scanlines that emerge from its luminous
surging. For Jean-Michel Bouhours, it is the “technical imperfections” created by these
hazards, the images’ “very instability—which in Gioli’s work creates the sum of its visual
richness and the affirmation of a dynamic vision.”289

Image removed due to copyright

Figure 25 Paolo Gioli, Immagini disturbate da un intenso parassita (Images disturbed by an intense
parasite), 1970, still from 16mm black and white film with sound, 37:50 min

My own use of hazards to reveal duration would more consciously occur in late 2017,
with the development of a two-metre by four-metre work called Exhale (figure 26). The
work was developed for a group exhibition called In Response To which was held at the
Bundaberg Regional Art Gallery between November 2017 and January 2018. The intent
of the exhibition was for the artists, who were not from Bundaberg, to respond to a
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physical, social, cultural, or historical aspect of the community from the perspective of
an outsider. With Bundaberg having suffered significant floods over its history and having
personally been witness to the devasting 2011 floods in Brisbane, I wanted to attempt to
reveal the particles-signs of this shared experience.

Figure 26 Jacinta Giles, Exhale, 2017, montage digital print on archival paper, 200 x 400 cm

Exhale was created from a series of hazards, with the first being the recording of historical
television footage of floods from the internet with my mobile device camera. This
footage, which was now slightly degraded through the process of videoing it, was then
played at accelerated speed through my living room television set; its materiality changed
through the increase in scale and the television’s impact on its colour. I then photographed
the moving narrative television footage with my mobile device camera in a close-up
manner and used its default square photo format. This series of hazards and ANDs left
me with thousands of televisual flood images, now freed from their chronological
perception and defamiliarised into something new. From this mass of images, I then
selected sixteen in non-chronological order and placed them together to create the first
panel of the work (figure 27) and another sixteen to create the second panel (figure 28).
At once real and fictive, Exhale calls forth duration through rendering movement and
time as particles-signs of ordinary affects.
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Figure 27 Jacinta Giles, Exhale (panel 1), 2017, montage digital print on archival paper, 200 x 200 cm

Figure 28 Jacinta Giles, Exhale (panel 2), 2017, montage digital print on archival paper, 200 x 200 cm
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2.3

THE STILL, THE INTERVAL, AND THE INTERSTICE

In “Deleuze’s Time, or How the Cinematic Changes Our Idea of Art”, John Rajchman
argues that although cinema enabled a new invention of space and time it also changed
the idea of visual art through developing new ways to consider aesthetics.290 For
Rajchman cinema gave to art:
a determination of a time no longer defined by succession (past, present, future),
of a space no longer defined by simultaneity (distinct elements in closed or
framed space), and of a permanence no longer based in eternity (instead given as
a form of a complex variation)291

Cinema has enabled what Bal calls a thinking in film, which offers new ways to approach
how moving qualities are activated in space and how they mediate effects that are not
bound to traditional ways of meaning making.292 Having already touched on film theory
in this chapter to contend to the televisuals potential to point towards ordinary affects,
this section asserts that the cinematic concepts of the still, interval, and interstice also
facilitate the capacity of television narrative to create an affective-encounter with a
viewer. An encounter that is premised on deixis and is generated from the between of
narrative objects.

With cinephile scholars inconsistent use of the word still—in some cases interchanging it
with the photogram, the shot, and freeze-frame—this project will use it as a term that
comes closest to this project’s concern for bodily-spatial forms of temporality. In this
case, the still moves away from its original historical conception as a publicity image for
a film293 to Barthes’s filmic still, which contains a third meaning. In “The Third Meaning:
Research Notes on Some Eisenstein Stills,” Barthes hypothesises that individual filmic
images, when removed from their moving narrative context, offer the viewer the inside
of a fragment. According to Barthes, this permutational unfolding goes beyond the idea
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of the filmic still as a sample or specimen, to a trace of a distribution of traits—a fragment
of a second text whose existence never exceeds the fragment.294 In throwing off the
constraints of filmic time, the still moves away from obvious meaning to obtuse meaning,
a manner of reading life which appears to extend outside culture, information, and
analytics and opens out into the infinity of language.295 Garrett Stewart, in Between Film
and Screen: Modernism's Photo Synthesis, supports Barthes’s claim that stills work at the
level of metalanguage—being kept in a permanent state of depletion while also
maintaining a state of perpetual erethism, becoming “the very form of an emergence, of
a fold.”296

The still, with its attack on visual coherence and narrativity, allows the viewer to perceive
what is either too miniscule or too rapid for the unaided human eye to see, inducing what
Stewart describes as “an analogous upheaval in the zone of reception.”297 Thus, it creates
the conditions in which the optical unconscious coined by Walter Benjamin—who shared
Bergson’s interest in the intervals of movements—emerges, bringing to light entirely new
structures of matter. Although Benjamin’s optical unconscious was developed in
reference to photography, its relevance to the still (with its roots in the photograph) is that
it too captures phenomena that the viewer has encountered and unconsciously registered
but not consciously processed.298 In having some form of continuity with the viewer,
albeit one that they cannot fully grasp, the viewer enters into deixis—an affectiveencounter that deterritorialises I and you through the visual gesture of pointing to an
enfolding unformed space.

The fragments of television narrative that my practice engages with, although technically
stills, may be better defined as moving stills: a holding hostage of the enfolding of the
before and after of sequential temporality. In taking photographic images of the televisual,
while it is moving at speed, I create images that offer what Timothy Corrigan describes
as a depth of speed, capable of revealing “the intervals, pauses, and integrals that form
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the transitions between shifting velocities and accelerations.”299 For Paul Virilio this
depth of speed—this pull between a loss of reality and an excess of reality—becomes the
third interval: an interval of speed light that is neither temporal nor spatial but is
concerned with the underlying disappearances that happens with every appearance.300
Deleuze also recognises the importance of the interval, seeing it as a time-image
concerned not with the order of time but with the series of time—a becoming realised
from the bringing together of the particle-signs of the before and after.301

Void (figure 29) is an interval created through placing television narrative through the
abstract machine of a photographic-televisual event. It is the between two images (before
AND after of sequential television narrative), between two actions (the televisual AND
the photograph), and between two perceptions (the television screen AND the constraints
of a mobile devices camera).302 As an interval realised through the depth of speed and the
AND, Void is an example of Ágnes Pethő’s assertion of the performative and productive
value of viewing motion as stillness, because of its ability to show “something unfolding
from motion or something, in fact, underlying and enfolding motion.”303 As a form-inbecoming, Void challenges the viewer’s perception through its indiscernibility of point of
view and depth—a wavering between dimensions that can be described as a baroque fold.
Through its indiscernibility it creates an entanglement with the viewer based on a bodilyspatial relationship, leading to an affective-encounter through pointing towards the
density and textures of life’s rhythms of speed, stasis, interruptions, delays, and returns.
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Figure 29 Jacinta Giles, Void, 2018, digital print on archival matte paper, 43 x 110 cm

Richard Hamilton’s Kent State (figure 30) is another example of the televisual stills
potential to create an affective-encounter premised on the interval. Kent State, which
refers to the shooting of American anti-Vietnam war demonstrators by the National Guard
on the campus of Kent State University, Ohio, was derived from a photograph of moving
television content during a British Broadcasting Corporation newscast on the day of the
shootings in May 1970.

Image removed due to copyright

Figure 30 Richard Hamilton, Kent State, 1970, colour photo-screen print, 67.2 x 87.1 cm (image), 73.2
cm x 102.3 cm (sheet)
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Hamilton, whose practice draws on and comments upon a wide range of popular culture
media and current events, describes the emergence of Kent State as follows:
It had been on my mind that there might be a subject staring me in the face from
the TV screen. I set up a camera in front of the TV for a week. Every night I sat
watching with a shutter release in my hand. If something interesting happened I
snapped it up….In the middle of the week the shooting of students by National
Guardsmen occurred at Kent State University. This tragic event produced the
most powerful images that emerged from the camera, yet I felt a reluctance to use
any of them. It was too terrible an incident in American history to submit to arty
treatment. Yet there it was in my hand, by chance—I didn't really choose the
subject, it offered itself.304

The artist’s selection of the photographic image underlying Kent State was not due to its
realism of depicting the actual event (its obvious meaning), but its potential to reveal its
affective force (obtuse meaning). Hamilton’s attraction to the Kent State image was that
the television picture had already been translated through many different
deterritorialisations by other devices and actions.305 Prior to being captured by Hamilton’s
camera, the images of the Kent State event had journeyed from the original cine-camera
film taken on the university campus—with its inaccurate exposure and focus due to the
unpredictable nature of the unfolding event—AND to their urgent film processing as an
important news event AND transferred into electric signals, AND then their beaming
across the earth via satellite signals AND then their recording on magnetic tape, AND retransmission into a TV receiver AND then the realisation of the images on the cathode
ray tube of the television screen.306
Once captured by Hamilton’s camera, the image of Kent State was then processed by the
artist in a darkroom AND then subjected to a screen-printing process that required fifteen
separate silkscreens AND fifteen layers of pigment.307 According to Hamilton within
Kent State “the same message is there—the tone of voice is new, a different dialect,
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another syntax; but truly spoken.”308 In suspending bodies and objects—in interrupting
the force of human action—Kent State is felt first as a physical force before it is thought.
The witness point of view perspective and the material nature of the light through
television source, morphs this event into something ethereal, almost fragile, as its
narrative details dissolves to the point where they are no longer in reach. Richard S. Field
describes Hamilton’s intervention with the Kent State televisual images as creating
“pictorial and temporal changes [that] isolate the viewer from the normal process of
receiving TV information, and sets into motion a series of reflections on how we receive
and store images, especially those which are emotionally charged.”309

Although the moving still of Kent State and the Void give evidence to the potential of the
interval in releasing the particles-signs of ordinary affects, it is through Deleuze’s concept
of the interstice that the bodily-spatial relationship (deixis) between the transnarrative
televisual image and the viewer becomes intensified. Deleuze sees Godard as the artist
par excellence regarding the interstice and its use in constructing affective cinematic
experiences that can be considered a time-image. While many film scholars and critics
associate Godard’s practice with the method of montage,310 both the artist and Deleuze
see his filmic construction as something else. With Godard declaring that “mixing outs
montage”311 and Deleuze asserting that montage is not capable of creating a timeimage,312 the interstice becomes an abstract machine through which the material vitalism
of everyday life enfolds through Godard’s films.

Unlike montage, the interstice is not reliant on a succession of fixed shots dependent on
an association or attraction of images, but is concerned with what Deleuze describes as
the “between of two images: a spacing which means that each image is plucked from the
void and falls back into it.”313 It is the method of the AND, where for Deleuze, Godard
makes the indiscernible visible through a mutation which occurs between two actions,
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between two affections, between two perceptions, and between two visual images.314
According to Deleuze, Godard’s method:
is not a question of association. Given one image, another image has to be chosen
which will induce an interstice between the two. This is not an operation of
association, but of differentiation, as mathematicians say, or of disappearance, as
physicists say: given one potential, another one has to be chosen, not any
whatever, but in such a way that a difference of potential is established between
the two, which will be productive of a third or of something new…Film ceases
to be images in a chain…an uninterrupted chain of images each one the slave of
the next, and whose slave we are.315

Harry Gruyaert’s exhibition TV-SHOTS (figure 31), held originally at the Delpire Gallery
in 1974,316 is a photographic-televisual example of the interstice. In 1972, after
discovering the Pop Art-like colours that could be achieved from the hazard of adjusting
his living room’s cathode television set’s antenna AND controls (e.g., see figure 32),
Gruyaert spent several months taking photos of moving narrative content from the
screen.317 With camera in hand and sometimes very close to the television set, Gruyaert
captured television broadcasts indiscriminately, including British and American soap
operas, the 1972 NASA Apollo mission, and the Munich Olympics (during which eleven
Israeli Olympic team members were taken hostage).318 Gruyaert’s decision to exhibit the
images he had taken during 1972 not as individual intervals, or as a set of associated
intervals (e.g., the Apollo mission images presented together in a chronological
standalone format), but side by side within the gallery space deterritorialises the narrative
and cliché characteristics of the televisual. Each image in the TV-SHOTS series now
stands for itself in relation to the preceding and following ones, becoming Bennett’s
transnarrative-images that extend into a network space between narrative objects.
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Figure 31 Harry Gruyaert, TV SHOTS, 1974, photographic paper rolls hung side by side, 50cm wide,
Delpire Gallery, Paris, installation view

Image removed due to copyright

Figure 32 Harry Gruyaert, detail of TV SHOTS, 1974, photographic paper
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My own use of the interstice as a studio process occurred early in my adoption of
television narrative as the basis for my photographic practice, with the works in The Other
Fears exhibition (e.g., figure 14–16) consisting predominately of non-chronological
moving stills. The decision to exhibit my televisual intervals in a non-chronological AND
relationship was purely intuitive, with a sense that the images had the potential to be more
affective in this format than in a sequential one. The bodily-spatial encounter in
connecting two or more transnarrative-images, with their own affections and
perspectives, creating the conditions for the development of new relationships between
the optical unconscious and deixis—pointing towards what is concealed from thought but
realised between.

In stuttering already circulating narrative materials, the televisual images produced
through my practice follows Bourriaud’s assertion that:
By manipulating the shattered forms of the collective scenario, that is, by
considering them not indisputable facts but precarious structures to be used as
tools, these artists produce singular narrative spaces of which their work is the
mise-en-scène.319

A mise-en-scène created through both what appears before the camera—moving
television narrative AND its visual point-of-view AND its depth-of-field AND the
concentration of light AND colour that arises through television’s light through
functioning—and the AND relationship between transnarrative-images.
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Chapter 3: The Baroque Mise-en-scène

Blindly boring holes into the dark reveals what the subtly paradoxical systems of
Loyola and Leibniz—and, much later and more radically, that of Lewis Carrol—
had sensed: that the world is only built in the absence of something else, and that
reality is neither the world nor its absence, but rather something that is suspended
precariously in between.320
Pablo Sigg

Thus the essential role of the artist is to produce the conditions for the event, even
though that event will seek to overturn the logical system of which their very own
practice is a structuring element.321
Damian Sutton

In Hito Steyerl’s “In Defence of the Poor Image” the author defines poor images as
degraded, blurred, and abstracted digital images that have been ripped from their origin
and thrust into digital uncertainty.322 As a contemporary filmmaker and moving-image
artist, Steyerl believes the poor image expresses a condition of shared deterritorialisation
not only with the legacy of conceptual art, but also with its own real conditions of
existence.323 The appropriated, exploited, dispersed, fractured, and variable temporalities
of the poor image are for Steyerl: “about reality” and it is a “visual idea in its very
becoming.”324 Having been liberated from its original source, the poor image is capable
of being a Proustian object of encounter—an act of violence to thought that forces us to
interpret, explicate, develop, decipher, and translate.325

Ideas of violence, deterritorialisation, and translation are all evident in the minor practices
of Beckett, Kafka, Gioli, Olson, Raskopoulos, and Tuymans. Although these artists are
not all engaged with the use of already circulating digital images, their practices are
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concerned with taking representational imagery or language (Steyerl’s high-resolution
imagery) and making it stutter. In taking a major tradition (be it visual or literary) and
exploiting, dispersing, and fracturing it using the AND, these artists create poor images
that dismantle habits of perception and create new pathways for the imagining of ordinary
affects.

Even before I began using television narrative—ripped from the digital television
screen—as the source content for my photography (e.g., see figures 33–34), I have always
favoured the poor photographic image over Newhall’s worthy one.326 In coming to
photography, after a substantial engagement with collage, I have not been constraint by
traditional ways of working with and thinking about the photographic image—a trait I
share with Olson whose original training was in drawing. However, similarly to Olson
and Tuymans, my desire to degrade, blur, and abstract reality within my practice is driven
by a need to compromise the viewer’s vision and to create a space for shared subjecthood
based on a bodily-spatial relationship—on deixis. Like Olson and Tuymans, I have sought
to achieve this poor image through emphasising materiality and introducing ANDs into
my studio methods. These ANDs echo Proust’s idea that the creation of authentic
encounters can only occur through constraint and chance.327

Throughout this thesis, I have been attempting to outline a way of thinking about
contemporary photographic practices that attend to ordinary affects through a Deleuzian
lens and via affective-encounters with specific works of art. In general, this has involved
the foregrounding of visual arts affective potential through the concepts of the abstract
machine, particles-signs, minor, stuttering (AND), and deixis. I have also offered the
televisual—specifically, moving television narrative—as a content source capable of
revealing the particles-signs of ordinary affects—particularly when it is placed in an
event-encounter with a camera and the resultant moving stills are installed with thought
to the interstice.

As referenced in the introduction to this thesis, in 1937 the Museum of Modern Art’s curator
Beaumont Newhall described worthy photography as follows: sharp photographic images of carefully
organised compositions, which consist of the full tonal range from white to black and feature not a trace
of darkroom manipulation.
327
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Figure 33 Jacinta Giles, Fragment, 2017, digital print on archival matte paper, 100 x 75 cm

Figure 34 Jacinta Giles, Fragment, 2017, digital print on archival matte paper, 100 x 75 cm, 2018
Fisher’s Ghost Art Award, Campbelltown Arts Centre, Campbelltown, installation view
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In this last chapter, I facilitate an encounter between the concepts of the baroque, the
minor, and my own photographic practice. This encounter returns to the terrain of Chapter
1 and 2, while explicitly considering the potential of the baroque to this project. With the
baroque having found multiple entry points into my research journey—through
philosophy, the visual arts, and cinema—I want to consider this possible line of flight and
its relationships to ordinary affects and deixis. In choosing to write on the baroque, I
realise that I enter a vast discursive field that I cannot do justice to in the context of this
thesis. I will, however, touch on those points of contact between the baroque and my
research—assuming a level of prior knowledge by the reader and offering these
connections as future research opportunities.

In the first section of this chapter, I explore the potential of a baroque-minor assemblage
through the emergent scholarly literature available on this concept and through discussing
my own studio research outcomes. In the following two sections, I consider my
photographic-televisual events through the baroque mise-en-scène328 and offer this lens
as a way to consider the technical conditions for the production of contemporary
photography that attends to ordinary affects. Although it is possible to frame my studio
outcomes through each aesthetic element of its baroque mise-en-scène—with the images
unusual sense of light, intense colour, movement, framing (fragmentation), and witness
point of view—I have chosen instead to consider how the artworks’ baroque mise-enscène is the result of an underlying violence in the production process and how this
becomes the catalyst for evoking an act of translation in the viewer. This approach has
been one of embracing the baroque as an operative function rather than an aesthetic
discipline.

What follows then is a recounting of the development of my journey to attend to ordinary
affects, as a conduit through which to argue that contemporary photographic practices
that rupture our habitual ways of seeing (our point of view) can offer new modalities for
understanding the sensations of everyday life.
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3.1

BAROQUE-MINOR ASSEMBLAGE

In encountering my work Matter329(figure 35) in the orbit of Julia Davis’s Marking Time:
1768 (figure 36) at the 2018 Grace Cossington Smith Art Award exhibition (figure 37),
the baroqueness of the work became apparent. The curator’s choice to hang together two
works concerned with space and duration330 created a theatrical mise-en-scène out of what
baroque philosopher Christine Buci-Glucksmann would call their heightened
materialisation and corporealization.331 These artworks’ dialectical conversation
regarding scale, materiality, and colour invited a bodily-spatial entanglement with the
viewer that was at once baroque332 and deictic. The event of Matter AND Marking Time:
1768 became the catalyst for my line of flight into the baroque universe, with its
significant and ongoing implications for both my research and practice.
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Figure 35 Jacinta Giles, Matter, 2018, three thermal dye prints on photographic paper collaged onto
archival paper, 12 x 8 cm unframed

Image removed due to copyright

Figure 36 Julia Davis, Marking Time:1768, 2017, inkjet print on Canson rag using carbon saturation
processes, 112.5 cm x 180 cm
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Figure 37 Julia Davis, Marking Time:1768, 2017 and Jacinta Giles, Matter, 2018,
2018 Grace Cossington Smith Art Award, Grace Cossington Smith Gallery, Sydney, installation view

At this juncture it is worth returning to the point I made in the introduction to this thesis:
that being a Deleuzian map—with its orientation to experimentation—this project was
always going to have multiple entryways in its attempt to foster new ways of thinking
about contemporary photographic practices that attend to ordinary affects. These
entryways have so far included deixis; Deleuze’s abstract machine, minor, stuttering
(AND), and the time-image; and the transnarrative potential of the televisual, the interval,
and the interstice. Introducing the baroque to this map may on the surface seem redundant,
as Deleuze never directly linked his work on the baroque or the minor together. However,
Bal’s references to the relationship between the baroque and deixis in Quoting
Caravaggio, Tuymans’s engagement with the baroque as a curator,333 and my encounter
between Matter and Marking Time: 1768 led me to entertain its potential—a potential
that exists in a baroque-minor assemblage.

Tuymans’s fascination with both the historical and contemporary baroque is discussed in detail in the
book Luc Tuymans and H.M. De Wolf, The Image Revisited: Luc Tuymans in Conversation with
Gottfried Boehm, T.J. Clark and Hans M. De Wolf (Belgium: Ludion, 2018). Tuymans was also the
curator for a contemporary baroque exhibition called Sanguine, Fondazione Prada, 2018–2019, which
explored the connections of the Baroque world with the arts of contemporary society. See Luc Tuymans
et al., Sanguine: Luc Tuymans on Baroque, ed. Luc Tuymans (Milan: Fondazione Prada, 2018).
333
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Although the baroque-minor assemblage remains under-researched within scholarly
literature, I found in O’Sullivan’s Art Encounters my first hypothesised connection
between the baroque and the minor. Originally briefly touching on this assemblage in an
earlier article in 2005,334 O’Sullivan would extend his initial thoughts on the baroqueminor—via the painting practice of Gerhard Richter—within a small section of Art
Encounters published in the following year. The Deleuzian scholar’s premise is that
Richter’s artworks (e.g., see figure 38) are baroque because the artist’s studio methods
produce “a different way of folding in and of the world.”335 Specifically, they produce
possible other worlds through baroque characteristics such as the “blurring or smearing
of boundaries.”336 Through Richter’s smearing of the boundaries between two forms of
visual art—for example his blurring of photography AND painting in his ongoing photopaintings series—he manipulates matter in accordance with a Deleuzian–Leibnizian fold.
As Deleuze expresses in The Fold:
Perhaps we rediscover in modern abstract art a similar taste or setting between
two arts, between painting and sculpture, between sculpture and architecture, that
seeks to attain a unity of arts as performance, and to draw the spectator into this
very performance…Folding and unfolding, wrapping and unwrapping are the
constants of this operation, as much now as in the period of the Baroque. This
theatre of the arts is a living machine of the new system as Leibniz describes it,
an infinite machine of which every part is a machine, folded differently and more
or less developed.337
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Figure 38 Gerhard Richter, Boat Trip, 1965, oil on canvas, 150 x 190 cm

However, it is not only Richter’s use of the fold in his practice that links the baroque to
the minor. As O’Sullivan argues, Richter’s works’ future orientation—its potential to call
forth new worlds and new audiences—also produces the prophetic function of the minor’s
collective enunciation.338 Consistent with Deleuze and Guattari’s belief that minor artists
remove their individuated voices from their work in order to enable a collective
enunciation,339 Richter’s—along with Olson’s and Tuymans’s—intention has always
been to extract himself from the work.340 Although Richter makes the work, they are not
expressions of nor do they express Richter. In using studio methods that stutter the major
tradition of painting through exploiting chance, Richter releases the abstract from the
representational—a way of working that O’Sullivan contends is a baroque practice.341
The next encounter I uncovered between the minor and baroque was in Egginton’s The
Theater of Truth: The Ideology of (Neo) Baroque Aesthetics. Although predominantly
338
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focused on baroque theatre, Egginton proposes that baroque narratives are created using
either a major or a minor strategy—based on Deleuze’s concept of minor literature. For
Egginton, while the major baroque strategy insists on revealing other realities, the minor
baroque strategy “focuses on the concrete reality of mediation itself and hence produces
a thought, an art, a literature, or a politics that does not deny the real, but focuses on how
the media are themselves real.”342 However, it was in Kaup’s more detailed versioning of
the baroque-minor assemblage, articulated in “Becoming-Baroque: Folding European
Forms into the New World Baroque with Alejo Carpentier,” that I would find a position
in support of O’Sullivan’s thoughts and my own research experience. 343

In investigating the difference between the European Baroque and New World
Baroque,344 Kaup contends that the New World Baroque seized on the baroque “not as a
mimetic mode of representation, but rather as a device for the creation of new worlds,
new collective identities, and new forms of expression.”345 For Kaup, a reading of the
New World Baroque through a Deleuzian–Guattarian becoming-minor lens, enables a
move beyond stylistic or formal concepts of the baroque to a more discursive and material
way of understanding the baroque as a creative mode of becoming.346
Kaup points outs in “Becoming-Baroque” that although Deleuze and Guattari do not
explicitly link minor languages to the baroque in Kafka or A Thousand Plateaus, they do
choose baroque figures of proliferation to describe the operation that introduces stuttering
into a standardised language:347
Two conjoined tendencies in so-called minor languages have often been noted:
an impoverishment, a shedding of syntactical and lexical forms; but
simultaneously a strange proliferation of shifting effects, a taste for overload and
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paraphrase … But with rare exceptions, the interpretation of this linguists has
been rather malevolent, invoking a consubstantial poverty and preciosity … The
poverty is not a lack but a void or ellipsis allowing one to sidestep a constant
instead of tacking it head on, or to approach it from above or below instead of
positioning oneself within it. And the overload is not a rhetorical figure, it is a
mobile paraphrase … From both side we see a … dissolution of constant form in
favour of differences in dynamic.348

The omnipresence of the ellipsis from the Roman Baroque to the New World Baroque—
better understood not as a finished form but as one operation modifying another (an
AND)—becomes for Kaup “a symptom that any dynamic transgression characterises all
modes of the baroque.”349 The structure-generating potential of the baroque therefore lies
in the operative function of the AND, with its potential to endlessly produce folds out of
the unstructured stuff of life. The baroque-minor assemblage—entangled through the
AND its capacity for deterritorialisation, the creation of new worlds, and collective
enunciation—becomes O’Sullivan’s baroque practice. In the hands of a visual artist, this
practice is always stuttering and always folding in affirmation of transformation.

My studio journey to the baroque-minor assemblage, with its myriad of potential lines of
flight for future research—was not as straight-forward as my linear discovery of the
literature that I have just provided. In mapping the minor’s potential connection to the
baroque in late 2018, I then took a reductive turn in my research by considering how my
studio methods could realise Buci-Glucksmann’s baroque “anamorphic gaze,” with its
appetite for the unexpected and distortion of appearance.350 The result of this aesthetically
driven direction in my research was the Altered series of seven works (e.g., see figure 3941) created in 2019, which like Matter continued the use of collage to create standalone
images. However, unlike Matter, the Altered works were created from a combination of
small prints on traditional glossy photographic paper overlayed on images printed on
matte archival paper. The size of the individual images within each work was typically
5.4 x 8.6 cm in either direction.
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Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, 104.
Kaup, "Becoming-Baroque: Folding European Forms into the New World Baroque with Alejo
Carpentier," 122.
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Christine Buci-Glucksmann, The Madness of Vision: On Baroque Aesthetics, trans. Dorothy Zayatz
Baker (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press, 2013), 26.
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Figure 39 Jacinta Giles, Possibility (from the Altered series), 2019, archival pigment print and
sublimation dye photographic print, 29.5 x 21 cm with frame

Figure 40 Jacinta Giles, Provoke (from the Altered series), 2019, archival pigment print and sublimation
dye photographic print, 29.5 x 21 cm with frame
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Figure 41 Jacinta Giles, Presence (from the Altered series), 2019, archival pigment print and sublimation
dye photographic print, 29.5 x 21 cm with frame

Within the Altered series, I also introduced a greater use of monochrome to emphasise
the materiality of the images and re-introduced a gap between the photographs—that had
existed in The Other Fears and Time—to create a heightened visibility of the interstice.
These works were also framed in deep A4 sized black entomological shadow boxes with
white interiors, which were chosen for their cost effectiveness rather their contribution to
my research.

Where this line of exploration failed was both my own and the viewers rapid leap from
seeing the works in the Altered series to associations with nostalgia and melancholy—
without creating Bal’s “swerving relation of moving outward and drawing back” that
exemplifies the bodily-spatial conditions of deixis.351 The images in the Altered series
unintentionally referenced monochrome photographic prints from around 1910 to the
early 1950s (when 5.4 x 8.6 cm images were prevalent) and the intensified use of
monochrome alluded to television sets prior to the introduction of colour. The use of the
shadow boxes—whose traditional purpose is to conserve objects in a museum context—
also added to this sense of the preservation of history. The melancholic and nostalgic
nature of the Altered series was so evident that I even described the work in this way in
the catalogue introduction for its showing at Jan Manton Gallery in 2019.
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Bal, Endless Andness: The Politics of Abstraction According to Ann Veronica Janssens, 66.
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At the time, I did not understand the reductive path I had taken in connecting the baroque
to the minor through aesthetics, but my experience from Altered did lead me to enact
opposite production processes in the following body of work. I would change the scale I
was working with from small to large (118.9 x 84.1 cm), transition from collaging
interstice images to montaging successive images, focus purely on taking photographs of
moving bodies versus whatever entered the television screen, and removed any form of
borders or framing from the work. One aspect from the Altered series that continued,
however, was the exploration of the potential in using monochrome.

The studio outcomes from this next series of experiments were exhibited as a solo show
entitled Loop at the Webb Gallery, Queensland College of Art, Griffith University, in
2019. The works Loop 1 (figure 42–43) and Loop 2 (figure 44) attracted viewers’ attention
based on their intensified materiality. With written references to the show claiming no
specific medium—just that the exhibition explored ideas of the baroque gesture—and no
didactics on the wall, viewers became entranced by trying to figure out how the works
were made. The increased scale to A0 sized prints and the magnified appearance of
television scanlines—because of the scale and use of dense monochrome ink on matte rag
paper—led viewers to the conclusion that the works were made from textiles or
experimental printmaking techniques. Although these works were more successful than
Altered in realising the anamorphic gaze—with their amplified distorted bodily reference
and unexpectedness as photographs—the over-engineering of these investigations to meet
a baroque aesthetic criterion did not create the conditions for deixis.

Figure 42 Jacinta Giles, Loop 1 (from the Loop series), 2019, inkjet print on matt rage paper, 118.9 x 500
cm
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Figure 43 Jacinta Giles, Loop 1 (from the Loop series), 2019, inkjet print on matt rage paper, 118.9 x 500
cm, Webb Gallery, Queensland College of Art, Griffith University, Brisbane, installation view.
Photographer: Louis Lim

Figure 44 Jacinta Giles, Loop 2 (from the Loop series), 2019, inkjet print on matt rage paper, 118.9 x 500
cm

In ignoring Benjamin’s proclamation that the finest material in baroque creation is “to
pile up fragments ceaselessly, without any strict idea of a goal, and in the unremitting
expectations of a miracle,”352 I had for most of 2019 disregarded that aesthetics as a
baroque event is emergent rather than disciplinary. At this point in the research, I had not
yet recognised that it is the baroque’s capacity to create infinite operations of expressions
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Walter Benjamin, The Origin of German Tragic Drama, trans. John Osborne (London: New Left
Books, 1977), 178.
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from the between—the baroque as an operative function—that its potential lied in
releasing the particles-signs of ordinary affects and creating the conditions for deixis.

At an impasse on what direction my research should take, from mid to late 2019 I stared
at my collection of tens of thousands of televisual moving stills in the hope of a catalytic
event to propel it forward. This event would not occur from the studio, but from the need
to produce a work for a group exhibition called Conduit that was held at the University
of the Arts London, in October of that year. Instead of taking new photographs to create
a work from—as at this point, I was struggling to make studio-based decisions—I selected
a range of non-connected images from my now substantial archive. In selecting images
that simply resonated with my affective condition at the time and placing them in
relationship with each other, I had begun unknowingly to work with the interstice in a
Deleuzian–Godardian way. In not relying on using televisual moving stills in succession,
nor from the same original narrative source, I had begun to make the indiscernible visible
through the transfiguration that occurs between affections, between perceptions, and
between images.

The resulting artwork Skin (figure 45–46) became the largest collection of non-related
televisual moving still images that I had mixed together.353 This photographic-televisual
event—with its compounding movement, fragmentation, bodily scale, and interplay of
intense and monochrome colour—was more directly able, than previous works, to affect
the viewer’s mechanisms of perception prior to their search for meaning (translation).
Skin could bring into view ordinary affects as Stewart’s “scene of immanent force,”
becoming a contact zone for the continual motion, scenes, and emergences of everyday
life.354 Skin began the point at which I would consciously engage with the baroque in my
research as a creative mode of becoming, premised on the stuttering (AND) of major
traditions to endlessly produce folds out of the density and textures of ordinary life.
Through folding the between of a mobile device camera AND a television screen AND
television narrative AND the interval AND the interstice AND the medium with which
the resultant images are realised for the purposes of exhibiting them, I was now operating
in a baroque-minor assemblage—always stuttering and always folding the major
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As mentioned in Chapter 2, Godard believed that mixing as a method was superior to montage.
Stewart, Ordinary Affects 1.
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language of photography and the televisual in affirmation of releasing the particles-signs
of ordinary affects.

Figure 45 Jacinta Giles, Skin, 2019, 20 x A4 size digital prints on archival matte paper, 150 x 160 cm

Figure 46 Jacinta Giles, Skin, 2019, 20 x A4 size digital prints on archival matte paper, 150 x 160 cm,
The Morgue Gallery, University of the Arts London, London, installation view. Photographer: Brodie
Sian Taberner
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3.2

BAROQUE MISE-EN-SCÈNE: ACTS OF VIOLENCE

As mentioned previously in this thesis, violence is an underlying theme in the practices
of artists who stutter, with their focus on deterritorialising reality and major traditions to
create collective enunciations. Within my practice, the violence is amplified with the
ripping of digital images from their source of origin, the forcing of television narrative to
travel at speed, the arresting of movement through capturing the interval (the moving
still), the mutation that occurs through the AND, the disappearance of an image when it
is used as an interstice, and the destruction of perspective—along with the inherent
violence that has been historically associated with the photographic image355 and baroque
art.356

In "Crimes of Dispassion: Materiality and Reality of Images," Jarrett Earnest sees
Tuymans’s practice as engaged with violence as a way to think through the affect that the
pervasivness of images in contempoary culture has on everyday lives:
Today they [images] permeate every aspect of our lives in ways that defy
analysis—sliding among phones, laptops, televisions, billboards, magazines, and
paintings and between material and immaterial. In the twenty-first century we eat
and sleep digital images. It is impossible to think outside them. Tuymans thinks
through them—using them against themselves. This entails brutality.357

The violence I enact on the televisual image—an image that Tuymans has described as
being more psychologically and ideologically potent than film358—is driven by my need
to think through the televisuals potential to reveal ordinary affects by materialising our
blind spots to its fleeting contingency. My studio methods use violence to highlight what
Tuymans believes is the intrinsically violent nature of all images—with their ability to
manipulate our perception and capacity to impose senses of reality.359

For a more detailed history of photography’s association with violence see Susan Sontag, Regarding
the Pain of Others (New York: Picador, 2004).
356
Bal asserts that the transfiguration of the body in death, decay, and abjection is a crucial figure in both
baroque and contemporary baroque art. See Bal, Quoting Caravaggio: Contemporary Art, Preposterous
History, 38.
357
Earnest, "Crimes of Dispassion: Materiality and Reality of Images," 31.
358
Earnest, "Crimes of Dispassion: Materiality and Reality of Images," 32.
359
Earnest, "Crimes of Dispassion: Materiality and Reality of Images," 38.
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Although Tuymans regularly uses news images as the source material for his work—with
at times its own underlying violence—this was not a path that I had expected my own
practice to go down until the unprecedented events of late 2019 and the beginning of
2020.360 Prior to 2020, I had consciously chosen not to watch or listen to news broadcasts
for more than two decades; however, the climate emergency of the Australian bushfires
(known as Black Summer) and the COVID-19 pandemic crisis saw both my research and
I go down the rabbit hole of news television content. Over this time, I became compelled
to consume large amounts of television news to feel some sense of control over what was
unfolding. It would not be until February 2020, however, that I commenced archiving
COVID-19 related news narrative, with the stark realisation that the pandemic would
fundamentally reshape the world around us.

During a four-week residency with Metro Arts in May 2020, which had to pivot from
physical to virtual due to a pandemic-related lockdown, I made the decision to use this
ever-growing COVID-19 imagery archive to attempt my second moving-image work
(after Cold Light on a Warm Body produced for Performing Space in 2017)—something
that seemed both relevant at this point in my research and to our increasingly virtual
time.361 From this moving-image work would come two series: the first called Aberration,
was physically exhibited at the Huw Davies Gallery, PhotoAccess, in July 2020; and the
second, Dissemblance, was physically shown at the 2020 Fisher’s Ghost Art Award,
between October and December 2020 and virtually on the Metro Arts website in
December 2020.

As Dissemblance was not finalised in time to show at PhotoAccess, I made the decision
to take four of the images I was using in the project (figure 47) and a one minute and
twenty-three second video called Blursday on loop (figure 48) to exhibit in the space
under the title Aberration. The four images were selected as being the most reflective of
my own affective experience of the pandemic and the video was created by a chance
Examples of Tuymans’s works that have utilised news imagery include Navy Seals (2003), Demolition
(2005), The Secretary of State (2005), and A Belgian Politician (2011).
361
Although the process to develop the moving-image work Cold Light on a Warm Body (2017) was the
catalyst for my decision to work with television narrative, I had not returned to this method of working—
preferring a continued exploration of the direct outcomes of photographic-televisual events. In realising
that a digital platform was the only way to make public the outcomes of my 2020 Metro Arts residency,
due to our then physical lockdown because of the pandemic, I decided to return to the moving-image as a
way to both resolve the issue of audience reach and to also understand if this way of working could offer
new insight into revealing the particles-signs of ordinary affect and the creation of deixis.
360
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encounter with the doors of an elevator. Although the creation of Blursday—which is a
mobile phone video recording of hands simulating being washed in front of an elevator
door surface—is not directly linked to my research, it provided a heightened corporeal
engagement with the viewer that I felt was required in the context of our collective
amplified state at this time.

Figure 47 Jacinta Giles, Aberration, 2020, digital print on Phototex, 118.9 x 396.4 cm

Figure 48 Jacinta Giles, Blursday, 2020, still from moving-image work, 1:23 min

Aberration (figure 49–50) directly interrogated the aesthetics of COVID-19 television
narrative as a way to reflect upon the uncertainty of what is still (at the time of writing
this thesis) our evolving present and the anxiety that has accompanied it. In an associated
essay to the Aberration exhibition, arts writer Annette An-Jen Liu described the work as
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highlighting “the ways in which our collective experiences are informed by an unfiltered
saturation of visual images. They also point to how fear and stress are perhaps exacerbated
through the constant streaming of media, and form the memories that come to define the
experiences of the unfolding present.”362 Liu also commented on how my decision to use
Phototex (a thin textured alternative to vinyl) with no frames and borders “further
abstracts and complicates them [the images] and indicates the omnipresence of images
that permeate our day-to-day.”363 In rendering visible the affect of my virtual witnessing of
the pandemic—through deterritorialising televisual news media coverage—the work also
crossed into the political. Reviewing the exhibition, art critic Barnaby Smith stated in Art
Guide

Australia

that

“by

addressing

the

pandemic

and

its

media

coverage, Aberration cannot help but feel somewhat political, even if Giles is keen to
emphasise that there is no specific statement or agenda behind the work.”364

Figure 49 Jacinta Giles, Aberration exhibition, 2020, Huw Davies Gallery, PhotoAccess, Canberra,
installation view. Photographer: Photo Access
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Annette An-Jen Liu, "Collaging Anxiety," (July 2020).
https://www.gallery.photoaccess.org.au/abberation-catalogue.
363
Liu, "Collaging Anxiety."
364
Barnaby Smith, "Jacinta Giles transforms media information overload into art," Art Guide Australia (4
August 2020). https://artguide.com.au/jacinta-giles-transforms-media-information-overload-into-art/.
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Figure 50 Jacinta Giles, Aberration exhibition, 2020, Huw Davies Gallery, PhotoAccess, Canberra,
installation view. Photographer: Photo Access

For Sobchack, the politics of our daily encounters with the phenoma of the photographic
and televisual lies in the way they transform the viewer as embodied subjects.365
Sobchack believes that having altered culture’s previous temporal and spatial
consciousness, these forms of digital media implicates the viewer in a different structure
of material investment, stimulating the viewer through differing modes of presentation
and representation to different aesthetic responses.366 In altering the viewer’s bodily sense
of presence—ways of being-in-the-world—the televisual and the photographic in
Aberration became an act of violence on the viewer’s understanding of space, time, and
reality.
While Aberration was on exhibit, the moving-image work on Dissemblance (figure 51–
53) would continue, with the outcome being realised in August 2020. This three minute
moving-image work, which evolved from an originally nine minute piece, took four
months to complete. Created from forty-five televisual moving stills that were collaged
together in predominantly sets of twos and fours—and a blue taped cross, audio, and inter-
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Sobchack, Carnal Thoughts: Embodiment and Moving Image Culture, 136–37.
Sobchack, Carnal Thoughts: Embodiment and Moving Image Culture, 136–37.
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dispersed with segments of Blursday—Dissemblance relayed my own corporeal
experience of the COVID-19 pandemic within what Munster considers “a mesh of
intersections between shifting patterns, maps and forces of digital information.”367

Figure 51 Jacinta Giles, Dissemblance, 2020, still from moving-image work, 3:00 min

Figure 52 Jacinta Giles, Dissemblance, 2020, still from moving-image work, 3:00 min

367

Munster, Materializing New Media: Embodiment in Information Aesthetics, 180.
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Figure 53 Jacinta Giles, Dissemblance, 2020, still from moving-image work, 3:00 min

Dissemblance’s four-month development time was the result of a number of factors
including learning how to use Adobe Premier Pro,368 working with an archive of
approximately 40,000 photographic images, experimenting with collaging the imagery in
differing combinations, wrestling with the decisions of moving works (sequence,
transitions, and timing), and the difficult experience of working with audio (as something
I had no previous experience with). In total there were five major variations of
Dissemblance as a moving-image work, with their lengths ranging from nine minutes to
the final product of three minutes. An early version of the work would be shown
physically and online in a group exhibition called Blank Canvas, at Latitude Chicago, as
a series of five photographic stills (e.g., see figure 54–56) in September 2020.

The continually shifting centre of Dissemblance, in its multiple re-workings, began to
reflect the complex spatial conditions of my experience of the coronavirus pandemic—
the disorientation of the event itself, the entrapment of a six-week lockdown with my
window to the world being news media reports, and then the overwhelming fear of
entering back into what we had previously known as reality. As my own emotional
journey with the pandemic became more intensified over time, so Dissemblance became
more baroque-like in its mise-en-scène. The work would become a Deleuzian baroque
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Premier Pro is an industry level video editing software for film, television and the web created by
Adobe.
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architectures of vision—a complicating of classical spatial relations through the
suggestion of the collapse of the representation.369

Figure 54 Jacinta Giles, Dissemblance (early version), 2020, still from moving-image work, 9:00 min

Figure 55 Jacinta Giles, Dissemblance (early version), 2020, still from moving-image work, 9:00 min
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Angela Ndalianis, Neo-Baroque Aesthetics and Contemporary Entertainment (Cambridge, MA: MIT
Press, 2004), 152.
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Figure 56 Jacinta Giles, Dissemblance (early version), 2020, still from moving-image work, 9:00 min

The collapsed, blurred, deterritorialised, and collaged televisual moving stills of
Dissemblance diminished the news media’s traditional narrative form into transnarrative
patterns—patterns which are resting upon the intrinsically seductive structuring of news
narrative. According to Angela Ndalianis, the contemporary culture of devouring digital
entertainment—which includes the televisual—has revealed the embedded attraction of
contemporary viewers to what she calls baroque perceptual systems.370 This system of
seductive visual forms “instigates participatory spectatorial positions with the viewer
through dynamic compositional arrangement.”371

In the case of Dissemblance, the use of the televisual as its source imagery opens a space
for the viewer to enfold cognitions of the pandemic—with traces of its context already
embedded at a corporeal level. The three minutes of this moving-image work enables the
experience of COVID-19 to coalesce and connect in a familiar unfamiliar way—albeit
reduced and contained ironically within the dimensions of screens used for the same
purposes as news broadcast viewing.372
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Although the interest in Dissemblance from various art bodies373 would attest to the value
of working on this time-consuming experiment, it is not an endeavour I am likely to
repeat. While I came to appreciate the power of the digital image to entangle a viewer in
a dialectic relationship—where one can pause to examine critically our visual culture—
the moving-image medium itself diminished the variable of chance to my practice. The
requirement of a raft of technical considerations in using video software and the need for
conscious decisions regarding audio tracks and timings detracted from my baroque-minor
method to materialise ordinary affects through machinic methods. My practice became
more about the artist’s hand than about revealing the particles-signs of ordinary affects
residing within television narrative.

My studio method prior to Dissemblance had relied heavily on Deleuze’s and Proust’s
chance and constraint, and Bal’s serendipity. For Bal, serendipity is crucial to creating
the conditions for deixis—to creating a loss of clarity for the viewer from chance,
accident, and contingency.374 However, as Bal insists, surrendering entirely to serendipity
would be as disempowering as denying it, with the artist still needing to play a role in
performing an event and physically realising the outcome—the solution to be found in
the tension between the two.375
It is Bal’s accident that resonates most directly with my baroque-minor assemblages. My
methods of stuttering AND folding through a photographic-televisual event follow Bal’s
line of thought that:
An accident: something that happens, outside of any will, something that comes
into the orbit of the camera held by the artist who simply seeks to capture, in the
sense of being ready to take into her hands, that fragile temporality that quivers
like the wings of a butterfly.376

The work was selected to be shown at both the 2020 Fisher’s Ghost Art Award, Campbelltown Art
Centre, Sydney and at Latitude Chicago, Artist Run Institution, Chicago from open calls.
374
Bal, Endless Andness: The Politics of Abstraction According to Ann Veronica Janssens, 213.
375
Bal defines serendipity as a natural gift for making useful discoveries by accident. The elements of this
definition being gift, natural, making, useful, discovery, and accident. For Bal serendipity hovers between
the thing and event—it becomes the half-thing that the artist discovers; the accident being the happening,
the event. Bal, Endless Andness: The Politics of Abstraction According to Ann Veronica Janssens, 174–
75, 215.
376
Bal, Endless Andness: The Politics of Abstraction According to Ann Veronica Janssens, 215.
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An accident also speaks to the underlying violence in my machinic process—ripping,
arresting, and deterritorialising. The tension of serendipity coming into play in my
practice by the occasional strengthening of the contrast of an image (otherwise leaving it
unmanipulated), selecting images to interstice based on the alignment of their affective
charge with my own experience of ordinary affects as a corporeal being, and the decisions
I make regarding how the resultant artwork will be viewed (its final material structure).
In the case of Dissemblance, the work lost its deictic potential through my engagement in
production processes that moved away from the abstract machine—or what Murray
describes as the “elliptical repetition of parallel structure”377 that is critical to the digital
baroque. This moving-image work lost its ability to fold space and time through increased
acts of clichés (the blue taped cross and the introduction of Blursday) and the artists habits
of thought (transitions, timings, and sound). Dissemblance was no longer a collective
enunciation—and therefore it was no longer minor.

3.3

BAROQUE MISE-EN-SCÈNE: ACTS OF TRANSLATION
What is specifically baroque about this construction of the Baroque is the point
of view that involves two mobile positions. It neither entails something that is
simply relativism nor allows universalism or absolutism to assert itself. The term,
rather, is entanglement. This entanglement moves along, whether we are looking
at historical Baroque or later manifestations of a “baroque style,” or at ourselves
in the tones that the Baroque has set for us so that we can have baroque (re-)
visions. But in each case, the outcome—us, our view—is different because
differently entangled.378

A premise of this thesis has been that for artists to attend to ordinary affects, deixis is
required—a pointing towards the affective experience of everyday life through
deterritorialising reality and creating an entangled relationship with the viewer. For Bal,
this baroque entanglement with the viewing subject, now vulnerable to the impact of the
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Timothy Murray, Digital Baroque: New Media Art and Cinematic Folds (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 2008), 197.
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Bal, Quoting Caravaggio: Contemporary Art, Preposterous History, 25.
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artistic object,379 should be “considered events rather than things—events of becoming
rather than being.”380 These entangled events, with their two positions, are also Bal’s (via
Benjamin) acts of translation—that have no beginning or end but result in liberation,
transformation, and renewal via a passing beyond to the other side of difference.381
According to Bal, with all acts of translation, the subject must be sensitive to the texture
and surfaces of things: to engage in a material experience—a materialist absorption.382

After my disillusionment with Dissemblance, I returned to stuttering and folding
television narrative with a conscious focus on the role that materiality could play in
creating the conditions for deixis. After my failed experiments to create baroque
aesthetics, I was not interested in producing materiality in a forced way but became
cognisant of how decisions regarding the scale and the material surface of a photograph
could enhance the conditions for this materialist absorption. The scale and materiality
(and the resulting impact on colour) of the Phototex used for Aberration appeared to have
resonated in a way that previous works had not and therefore I wanted to further explore
this potential.

Sense (figure 57–58) was the next step in this research, with its corporeal scale, surface
materiality, and resultant intensity of colour demanding a materialist absorption by the
viewer. This work demonstrates Deleuze’s belief in a baroque texturology of folded
matter—“matter has not only structures and figures but also textures”383 that move
beyond decorative effects to convey “the intensity of the spiritual force exerted on the
body.”384 Sense—which was developed as part of the Brisbane City Council’s 2020
Temporary Art Program (TAP)—gave me the opportunity to work at an enveloping scale,
which I had not been able to realise since Exhale (figure 26) in the early stages of my
research in 2017. Through its funding, the TAP project also gave me the opportunity to
work with professionally printed and installed vinyl. Having worked with two-way vinyl
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that I self-installed on 80 cm diameter round mirrors in 2018 (figure 59),385 I was eager
to experiment with it in a larger format.

Figure 57 Jacinta Giles, Sense, 2020, digital print on vinyl, 207 x 260 cm, Judith Wright Centre of
Contemporary Arts, Brisbane, installation view. Photographer: Dave Kan.

385

In 2018, I produced a series of six works that were based on war film footage for a group exhibition
called In Response To. For this exhibition, the artists were asked to respond to the community and in my
case I chose to explore the fact that the town was one of the first in Australia to erect a war memorial
during World War I. The images were taken using a filter app (which I would never repeat) and were then
printed onto two-way vinyl. The vinyl was placed on 80 cm round mirrors, which meant that the viewers
could at certain points in moving around the work see themselves and the gallery integrated into the work.
This series of work led to my interest in both vinyl and mirrors as potential future mediums for
exploration. I did come to recognise however that to use mirror at large scale, which is necessary with
two-way vinyl, that mirrored Dibond (mirror look aluminium composite panels) is the most practical
solution in terms of being unbreakable and light weight. However, this requires a financial investment
that was problematic to resolve during this research.
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Figure 58 Jacinta Giles, Sense (detail), 2020, digital print on vinyl, 207 x 260 cm

Figure 59 Jacinta Giles, Reckoning, 2018, digital print on two-way vinyl on 80cm diameter mirror,
Somerset Regional Art Gallery, Toogoolawah, installation view
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The imagery for Sense was selected from my photographic-televisual archive with its
installation site in mind. Since it was being installed on the building that houses the Judith
Wright Centre of Contemporary Arts, a central visual and performing arts hub in
Brisbane, I selected an image of a deterritorialised piano and body dancing placed within
a format reminiscent of a Polaroid white frame. Sense’s scale and intense unrealistic
colour enables it to act as a memory trace without a direct jump to nostalgia. As Bergson
suggests, memory needs objects and photographs particularly to leave useful traces.
According to Bergson, perception is attracted to objects of manufacture, the
photograph—as part of its ontology—enables the viewer to see the world through a
photographic pattern: 386
Our perceptions are undoubtedly interlaced with memories, and, inversely, a
memory…only becomes actual by borrowing the body of some perception into
which it slips These two acts, perception and recollection, always interpenetrate
each other, are always exchanging something of their substance as by a process
of endosmosis.387

As I have argued elsewhere in this thesis, deixis requires retroversion to operate. It
requires the triggering of the act of remembering to enable the viewer’s senses to lose
clarity—becoming the catalyst for the viewer to engage with translation and to pass
beyond to the other side of difference.

According to Stewart in Poetry and the Fate of the Senses, deixis also requires the
apprehension of touch—with the deictic use of prepositions such as at, on, and in.388 For
Stewart, touch performs the gestural enactment of the coming and going (the swerving)
of deixis.389 In recognising that touch is not only the domain of the body’s surface, but
can be part of visual perception, Stewart contends that:
We may say in fact that visual perception becomes a mode of touching when
comparisons are made and the eye is “placed upon” or “falls upon” relations
between phenomena. This temporal aspect of touching also implicitly bears a
notion of causality. The pressure—a pressure toward and against the thing and
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toward and against ourselves—brings about an idea of causality, of something
having happened or made another thing to happen.390

Although the use of vinyl to produce Sense may have seemed logical, with it being an
outdoor installation, my reasons for choosing to work with it were more considered. With
my practice’s interest in pushing the boundaries of what a photograph is or should be, I
had over the course of my research experimented with surfaces that would not be
considered traditional substrates of photographic images. Having worked with vinyl
before—albeit two-way and on mirror—I was attracted to its ability to realise intense
colour through reflection (versus paper which absorbs colour) and its touchability. People
passing by the Judith Wright Centre of Contemporary Arts could literally touch the
surface of the image, with its physical proximity to them and its seemingly indestructible
surface. Sense enabled a disorientation of the relationship between seeing and touching—
facilitating a deictic presentation of sensations that Stewart claims is fundamentally
baroque.391

The texturology of scale is also an important component of Sense, as the larger televisual
moving stills become the more exaggerated their scanlines appear. In writing about
Beckett’s use of television for Not I, Peter Fifield claims that the playwright’s use of the
medium creates a “striking rendition of substantial embodiment” through “the very
insubstantiality of the medium—constituted of no more than dots of colour light.”
According to Fifield, it is the insubstantiality of television that is “the means by which
physicality is so strong and viscerally created.”392 With Sense, this visceral impression
becomes even more magnified through the televisual fragment (something that normally
interiorises the body through its miniaturisation of reality) becoming exteriorised (made
public) as the result of its sizeable mode of display.

The prominence of scale to the baroque, the minor, the televisual, memory, ordinary
affects, and to deixis is too vast an area of discourse to cover in this thesis, however its
significance for future research regarding baroque-minor visual arts practices should be
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noted.393 As Stewart contends, there may be “an actual phenomenological correlation
between the experience of scale and the experience of duration,”394 and as Bal
acknowledges, “scale is only one element in this transformation [of the baroque point of
view], albeit a very important one.”395 The conscious use of scale in both Olson’s and
Tuymans’s minor practices is a central element in the way they entangle viewers in a
process of translation. For Olson, the relationship between scale and her work is driven
by its relationship to the scale of the body, wanting “viewers to consider the work and
their relationship to it as they approach it, as they stand in front of it, and again as they
leave it.”396 In the case of Tuymans—who is known for working at both extremes of the
miniature and the gigantic397—he believes that although “scale plays an important part
within imagery…the large-scale paintings are probably the most meaningless of all my
works…my large-scale paintings are, in some ways, a test.”398

Although I have appreciated the opportunity to work at large scale during my research,
with its theatricality and enfolding presence, it is the potential of the small to create the
conditions for deixis that is the focus of my attention as this project concludes. As
Sobchack reasons:
The miniature encourages the experience of intensity, interiority, and material
preciousness through its compression and condensation of data in space. But the
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miniature also affects our sense of time…That is, time is transformed in the
miniature: it thickens in significance and implodes.399

The affective relationship between the televisual and the small—by putting society on
display through a form of radical miniaturisation400—should also not be overlooked.
Stewart argues that by reducing the scale of the everyday lifeworld, the televisual skews
time and space—finding its value in the capacity to “create an other time.”401 The
television’s ability to create other temporalities and worlds is also a central feature of both
baroque and minor visual arts practices. The final stage of this research therefore focuses
on the texturology of the small scale, through offering Stewart’s transcendent visions—
which are only known through the small and make “our bodies erupt into a confusion of
before-unrealised surfaces”402—as a way to realise a materialist absorption and create the
conditions for deixis.

Fleeting is the last studio outcome in this project and is also the name of the assessment
exhibition. The etymology of the word fleeting moves across time from glide away to
flow to float to shifting and inconstant to passing quickly away.403 These adjectives all
have a direct relevance to my baroque-minor photographic-televisual assemblages, which
are premised on releasing the particles-signs of the affective experience of everyday life.
Fleeting takes what I have learnt about attending to ordinary affects—and its entangled
relationship with deixis—and materialises this within a series of televisual moving stills
that pushes both photography and the televisual beyond traditional notions of the
mediums.

In enabling ordinary affects to emerge from the very materiality of the photograph and
the transnarrative televisual image, the works in Fleeting create a contact zone with a
time-image. Located between displaced perception and hesitant action the images within
each work in Fleeting enfold into each other, mirroring the performativity of memory.
399
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Nascent memories are also at play in these works, with them having embraced the empiric
properties of the television—such as its small size, the graininess of its transmissions, and
the intimate nature of the viewing experience. The works in Fleeting seek to create a
baroque shared entanglement with the viewer, one that Saige Walton describes in
Cinema's Baroque Flesh: Film, Phenomenology and the Art of Entanglement as appealing
“to embodied vision, movement, and materiality, as well as an overt texturing of
sensation.”404

Difference (figure 60), as an example from the Fleeting series, manifests visual touch
using hand-held size (15 x 10 cm) aluminium printed images that mimic both the
contemporary standard size photograph and postcard. All individual images, no matter
their final composition as a work, within Fleeting will be produced at this scale using the
same material substrate. With the hand being the measure of the miniature, photographs
and postcards have the capacity to evoke the sensual and create a deictic relationship
between the past and present405—without necessarily leading the viewer automatically to
nostalgia and melancholy. In Difference, there are four images that arise from a brushed
matte aluminium surface, referencing the televisual with their heightened colour, light
through effect, and almost liquid appearance. Brushed matte aluminium has an ability to
glow that I have not encountered in another medium—a glow that is amplified when
external light hits it. The seductive nature of images printed onto aluminium also invites
the viewer’s touch, as there is something compelling about its sense of three-dimensional
depth yet its stark flatness.

Figure 60 Jacinta Giles, Difference, 2021, dye sublimation print on brushed matte aluminium, 15 x 52 cm
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Difference becomes a highly textural encounter, not just through the surface of its
individual images, but through its ungrounded sense of floating with no boarders, frames,
or visual hanging mechanism. The four images of Difference encapsulate Sobchack
description that television screens phenomenologically seem to be somehow “just there”
as we (inter)face them—capable of liberating the consciousness from its gravitational pull
so that the viewer’s physical body, subjectivity, and affect free-float or free-fall or freeflow.”406 The Fleeting series creates an embodied experience from the deictic relationship
between what Sobchack describes as discontinuous time and discontiguous space.407
Difference follows Benjamin’s argument that mechanically reproduced works of art have
a significant effect on perception, with the camera (be it televisual or photographic) able
to introduce us to unconscious optics.408

Surface (figure 61) and Emergence (figure 62), as other examples in the Fleeting series,
also entangle the viewer through a combination of the fragment AND the small. As
Sobchack argues:
the fragment and miniature encourage each other—evoking the singular, and
rare, the fragile, the ephemeral, and the compressed as materially and poetically
valuable.409
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Figure 61 Jacinta Giles, Surface, 2021, dye sublimation print on brushed matte aluminium, 32 x 36 cm

Figure 62 Jacinta Giles, Emergence, 2021, dye sublimation print on brushed matte aluminium, 15 x 36 cm
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Composed of the interstice, Surface and Emergence move from between the fragment
AND the small to the potential between images—the capacity of two or more televisual
moving stills to become transnarrative (extending into the space between narrative
objects) and to produce something new. According to scholars Melissa Gregg and
Gregory J. Seigworth, affect arises in this between-ness, in the “passage (and the duration
of passage) of forces or intensities…in those resonances that circulate about, between,
and sometimes stick to bodies and worlds, and in the very passages or variations between
these intensities and resonances themselves.”410 Surface and Emergence are a becoming,
where form and content has been deterritorialised into particles-signs, giving rise to new
thought through their material engagement. These artworks facilitate an awareness and
responsiveness to what Stewart describes as “matter in an unfinished world…a not yet
that fringes every determinate context of normativity with a margin of something deferred
or something that failed pressing to arrive, or has been lost, or is waiting in the wings,
nascent perhaps.”411

The Fleeting series becomes an assemblage of enunciation through an abundance of
machinic ANDs and accidents—all deterritorialised into a becoming other. Fleeting’s
baroque-minor assemblages also begin to mark out a topography in which the relations
of connections and difference between the sensations of everyday life, lived bodies, and
material objects become a noticing “from the haptic space in the middle of things.”412 For
Stewart:
The objects of such a practice are things noted obliquely, as if out of the corner
of the eye, but also, often, as punctums or punctures. Things that have impact.
Things caught in a circuit of action and reaction. Not simple or self-contained
things, but things like the way the senses literally jump in moments of spacing
out or ducking for cover,…or the serial build-up of the sense of being in one thing
and then another.413
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Conclusion

Clearly, some works of art beg for audiences to fill in the gaps left open by artists.
Creators like Jean-Luc Goddard, Samuel Beckett, Jackson Pollock, John Cage,
and many others structure their art to reflect precisely on the cleavages, breaks,
and discontinuities that images make possible. At the same time, these artists
know that viewers will make the difference.414
Ron Burnett

What is, is a refrain…A scratching on the surface of rhythms, sensory habits,
gathering materialities, intervals, and durations….Refrains are worlding. Nascent
forms quicken….Pre-personal intensities lodge in bodies. Events, relations, and
impacts accumulate as the capacities to affect and be affected. 415
Kathleen Stewart

Throughout this thesis, I have sought to say something of how visual artists attend to
ordinary affects—a subject that although well versed in literature, theatre, cinema, and
philosophy is under-researched within the creative field that I practice. As an artistresearcher I have approached this task through an awareness of the technical conditions
of an artwork’s production and the conceptual implications resulting from these decisions.
My underlying argument throughout this project has been that through gaining a deeper
understanding of an artwork’s affective charge, new ways of thinking about art that does
not comfortably sit in existing traditions can emerge.

The provocation for this project was to address questions and challenges that I faced
within my own photographic practice—a practice that attends to ordinary affects and that
could not be easily located within photography’s historical binaries. In challenging
conventions, making new connections, and creating interdisciplinary lines of flights, I
have tried to not only generatively contribute to scholarly discourse but to offer new
images of thought for practicing artists.
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In delving through the complex terrain of how artists point towards ordinary affects, this
research has also been an experiment with Deleuzian thought. The philosopher’s rich
conceptual vein regarding affect, thinking beyond representation, and ordinary affects—
through his writing on artists such as Kafka, Beckett, and Godard—has enabled me to
challenge traditional art historical and theoretical assumptions. My encounter with
Deleuze and the philosopher’s co-authors and allies has been a project in Deleuzian
mapping—a bringing together of his thought in contact with other worlds, encounters,
and assemblages. Deleuze’s own distaste for photography has meant that this research
has also been an idiosyncratic journey with the philosopher, as at points I have read
Deleuze against Deleuze in my own project to think the photograph beyond traditional
paradigms. This project therefore contributes to the discourse on Deleuzian inspired
practice-led research and may act as a source of guidance for artist-researchers wanting
to put Deleuze’s ideas to work—particularly at a time in history when methodologies
need to be reinvented to deal with the messiness and uncertainty of reality.

This project also advances the visual arts discourse on ordinary affects, deixis, the minor,
stuttering (the conjunction AND), the televisual, the interval, the interstice, and the
baroque-minor assemblage. In connecting these concepts—as a means by which to
propose alternative ways of understanding contemporary expanded photographic
practices—this thesis offers entryways into these subjects with the potential for future
research. These investigations could include further considerations on the role of deixis
within the visual arts, minors use value to contemporary photographic practices, the use
of stuttering (the AND) by artists as a studio method, the baroque as an operative function
in pointing towards ordinary affects, and the possibilities stored in a baroque-minor
assemblage. There are also opportunities in generating new research regarding the
transnarrative potential of the televisual when placed in the hands of a visual artist and
the promise of the interval and interstice (the between) to produce new ways of
understanding when used in the studio.

Importantly, this research has responded to calls by scholars and artists to find new ways
to discuss and evaluate contemporary photographic practices that reside in the continuum
between the representational and abstract—a continuum that institutions, art writers,
critics, art historians, and scholars struggle to situate. Without the support of these critical
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roles in the visual arts ecosystem, photographers working in this between will continue to
find it difficult to exhibit their work and to have it critically assessed.

In engaging with practice-led research to create other possibilities for relating to the
complex entanglement of affect, the senses, and matter, I have argued that photographs
that challenge traditions can offer new ways to decipher and translate our rapidly
changing world. At an unprecedented juncture in human history—with powerful calls for
genuine equality, a climate crisis, a crisis of democracy, and a global pandemic—
photography can offer alternative ways of knowing that not only embraces difference, but
enables the voices of Deleuze and Guattari’s people yet to come to be heard and seen at a
time when they are needed most.
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